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NEW YORK, APRIL, 1860 .

drawal of the popular confidence . It gives me

no pleasure to say this ; for, from a business point

of view merely, I rejoice at the success of my

fellows, and in their failure I mingle my regrets

with the sense of justice I owe to great and true

principles.

[WHOLE NUMBER, 171.

tions of how to live are not nearly so extensive

as incorrect habits of life ; and therefore what

we need to do more particularly than anything

else, is to show in our lives the worth of the

principles we cherish. The world always has a

greater dislike to correct life than to correct

theories ; and if a person will only entertain our

ideas and not seek to carry them out, his path

will be comparatively a smooth one ; but if,

cherishing great regard for them, he also seeks to

put them into daily and habitual practice, oppo-

sition will be presented to him in an intensified

degree.

Now, I amgoing to utter another prophecy : it

is that those of you who are about to graduate

and assume responsible positions, will at the end

of the next ten years be found to have succeeded

as hydropathic physicians in the ratio of the

earnestness and devoutness with which you have

conceived and carried out our principles. And

this, independent of the conditions existing with

you, growing out of varied talent and opportuni- tory for the cause we love, but to be right in the

on the Science of Hun anties ; the obstacles in your way being more than

counterbalanced by a holy faith. Our e use has

reached a point where the man of expediency, the

compromiser, the coward, the tact cian, or the

mere money-maker can be of little service to it,

and can derive but little benefit from it. There

is not only a readiness , but a desire on the part of

the people to hear, and it is our duty to see to it

that they hear the truth.

HERE Contributors present their own Opinions , and are alone

responsible for them. We do not indorse all we print, but desire our

readers to " PROVE ALL THINGS," and " HOLD FAST THE GOOD."

FAMILIAR LETTERS- No. 8.

TO THE STUDENTS AND GRADUATES OF THE

NEW YORK HYDROPATHIC MEDICAL

COLLEGE.

GENTLEMEN AND LADIES-Some six years ago

I addressed a letter, through the WATER - CURE

JOURNAL, to a friend residing at Buffalo, in this

State, in which, after giving my views of Water-

Cure and its adjuncts, I alluded in terms of criti-

cism to the manner in which establishments pro-

fessing to represent its principles in this country

were conducted, and I took it upon me to say,

that before the year 1860, one half of these insti-

tutions would so far have lost the public con-

fidence as to be obliged to close up their business.

I have lately been recasting that prophecy to see

how far it has proved true, and I find that the

statement was within bounds, almost all the

cures in operation at that time having been closed .

For the American people will for no great length

of time sustain any movement which has neither

in right, nor in a wise expediency, nor in their

affections, any substantial basis . And the hydro-

pathic mode of treatment in the United States has

been so unscientific and untrustworthy as to jus-

tify, even more than has taken place, the with-

I see no other way then for us to win the vic-

first place ; to do right in the next place ; and

then take the consequences. If these are per-then ta

secution, while we do not seek it we must accept

it: it is better to be persecuted for righteousness'

sake than to be treated with contempt. And one

oftwo things we must undergo-be persecuted by

a corrupt and uninform public opinion because

of our great love for, and thorough exemplification

of our principles, or be despised for our avowal of

our regard for them and our want of courage to

live them out. For I think the world can see as

keenly as you or I can, the great defect in a man

who reverences truth ideally, but fails to illus-

trate it in his life. What do you think of the

man who preaches a truth which he does not prac-

tice? You have no respect for him. " Either

cease to declare the truth, or make it manifest in

your actions," say you, say I , says everybody.

And this , too , in every department of business .

Do not claim to be honest, and be a knave ; do

not set yourself up for a saint , and be a sinner ;

do not call on others to be separate from the

world, and be yourself like the world ; do not

It is universally admitted that being precedes

doing ; and therefore you can decide what you

are capable of doing better from what you are

than from any other estimate you can make of

your probable success. I confess to you, that

while I was in New York I was pleased with the

evidence which you, who are students, gave of the .

possession of good talent, fair attainment, and

general fitness for the profession you have chosen.

But I was pained to see proofs of your lack of

determination to control public sentiment rather,

than be controlled by it. The obstacles in your

way are too many to be overcome by any, or all

of you, if there is, curdling your life-blood, any-

thing like FEAR. I do not believe there is at pres- profess to be a hydropathic physician, and then

ent so great a test of character for any man or

woman, as a belief and practice of the principles

of our school up to their highest and noblest limit.

Most of the moral enterprises of the day have so

far succeeded as to be tolerated by public senti-

ment ; but to be a hygeio-therapeutist in all the

relations of life , is to insure persecution . Espe-

cially is this true of women. To be a good phys-

iologist, one needs to be a practical exemplifier of

the truths of physiology ; for it is in our practical

life that its truths are violated. Incorrect no-

have certain departments in your great code of

principles unrepresented by your practical con-

duct.

Our College is open to criticism on this point.

Its physiological moralities are not sufficiently

high ; for physiology has its moralities as well as

religion-the great first principles of the science

are but utterances of Nature herself, so system-

atized as to be comprehensible, and therefore

practicable. Now, it does not meet the wants of

mankind to study these truths, and yet hesitate
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about applying them in your own personal inter-

course with your fellows. If you accept a po-

sition, you must fulfill its duties ; if you are sen-

tinel at a post, you must keep awake. The very

fact that you submit to do as others do, but what

they as well as you know to be violative of the

great principles you are studying and intend to

teach, destroys all confidence in you as teachers ,

and therefore as practitioners.

sports, recreation, electric changes ; and all these

she needs out ofdoors, in order to have them cu-

rative in their effects ; not one of which she can

get, under her present style of dress, without

losing in the effort to get it more than she gains.

So, almost every agency or influence which we

rely on as curative, is nullified or qualified by her

clothing, to that degree that renders its efficiency

of comparatively little account. I candidly and

honestly say, that the success (which has been

extraordinary) that has attended the labors ofextraordinary) that has attended the labors of

Miss Austin and myself in treating diseases pe-

culiar to females, and which has already given

Miss Austin a reputation second to no other

woman, as a skillful physician in the treatment of

such diseases, has undoubtedly been owing more

to our inducing our lady-patients to change their

costume while under our care, than to any other

single cause whatever. With very great regard,

I am yours, truly,

JAMES C. JACKSON, M.D.

OUR HOME ON THE HILL-SIDE, DANSVILLE,

LIVINGSTON Co., N. Y., April , 1860.

BY

WOMEN.

[CONTINUED FROM THE MARCH NUMBER.]

AUGUSTUS K. GARDNER , M.D.

You are not only reformers, but you are revo-

lutionists as well, proposing not merely to change

the habits of the people, but also their ideas , out

of which these habits spring. By all, therefore,

that there is of honesty, virtue, and manly and

and womanly truthfulness, you are bound to pre-

sent yourselves to the public from stand-points

altogether different from those which other medi-

cal practitioners occupy. And to seek to secure

your professional success in ways that shall lead

the public to misunderstand your real intentions,

is unworthy of you; and you may rest assured,

that if you can not confide in the strength of the

truths which you believe, to bear you up against

the opposition you must meet, and ultimately to

crown you with that public approbation which

heralds success, you have entirely mistaken your PHYSICAL DECLINE OF AMERICAN

calling ; and instead of studying and graduating

at the Hydropathic College, you should have ma-

triculated at one of the colleges of the allopathic

school, and bound yourselves to drug-administra-

tion for a livelihood . I can respect an allopathic

physician who ridicules me and calls me a quack,

for I know he believes what he says. I can save

his character in my regard at the expense of his

mode of practice, for I know he thinks that giving

poisons to sick people is the divine way of restor-

ing them to health. Blind as a beetle in regard

to the true principles upon which the medical

art is based, I can pardon his groping in the midst

of bright day. But for the man or woman who

enters our College and becomes enlightened , as he

can but be, under the gleams of the great, glori-

ous truths which shine out upon him at every

step of his progress , yet who, nevertheless, hesi-

tates, quibbles, dodges, and is fearful, and trem-

bles at the bare thought of exemplifying these

truths in his own personal habits and professional

practice, I confess I can not feel any very enthusi-

astic regard. Hence, I beseech of you to begin

to educate yourselves at the heart, and cluster

around your ideas all there is in your natures

which is loving ; for true courage comes from the

heart, as that is the recipient of the Divine wis-

dom and grace.

Having made the personal acquaintance of such

of you as are students during the present term, I

shall watch your future with close attention ; and

when ten years shall have passed , if I am alive

(as I hope to be), I shall remind you of this letter

and the views entertained in it, and you will have

an opportunity to see whether these views were

correct.

Upon you who are women, let me urge that

you unite yourselves to the great movement of
reform in dress for your sex. It is worth to you.

as a means of success, all that it will cost ; and it

it worth to your sex at large more than any and

all other means that can be put in operation at

present for their personal and social improvement.

To you who are men, let me say, connect your.

selves also with this great branch ofhealth reform-

To man must woman necessarily look for deliver-

ance from the terrible slavery to which fashion

dooms her. And as no fetters are ever worn

without their being an unmistakable evidence of

of the condition to which the person wearing them

has been subjected, so woman's dress types out

her real state better than any other visible sym-

bol which she shows. There is so much sickness

among women, originating in their present style

of dress and the habits it engenders, that to hope

to secure for them better conditions of health

while leaving this great source untouched , is to

give ourselves up to most foolish and chimerical
imaginations, and to render our efforts in that

direction entirely abortive. Why, look ! A sick

woman wants air, light exercise, change of scene,

POSITIVE SINS OF COMMISSION.

BUT now having treated of venial errors , sins

against one's own self, for which self is punished ,

and for which self may, perhaps , be allowed to

stand forgiven, if the suicide is to be forgiven, we

must turn to sins of deeper dye, sins which admit

of no palliation, sins not only against self, but

sins against God, which no plea of ignorance can

avail, for they are not the sins of the ignorant,

the poor, and the starving, but the sins of theout the sins o

rich, and the lofty, and the educated .

This is a theme from which we would gladly

shrink, both from the delicacy of the subject and

from conscious inability to treat it as it deserves ;

to bring before you the most horrid social enor-

mity of this age, this city, and this world, and to

hold it up to you in such alight as to make you

all feel it, in its craven cowardice, its consequent

bodily mental , and moral degeneracy, its soul-

destroying wickedness. We look with a shudder

upon the poor ignorant Hindoo woman, who from

the very love for her child agonizes her mother's

heart when, in the fervor of her religious enthu-

siasm, she sacrifices her beloved offspring at the

feet of Juggernaut or in the turbid waves of the

sacred Ganges, yet we have not a pang, nor even

a word of reprobation, for the human sacrifices of

the unborn thousands annually immolated in the

city of New York before the blood - worshiped

Moloch of fashion. From no excess of religious

faith in even a false, idolatrous god are such

hecatombs of human beings slain, but our women,

from adevotion to dress and vain pride of outward

show, become murderesses of their own children,

and do literally in their own bodies become whit-

ened sepulchers, pallid with the diseases conse-

quent upon such unrighteous acts, and sepulchral

in thought and tone of voice from the remorse

which always follows a guilty action .

Infanticide is the great, glaring, and fearfully

prevalent sin of the women of New York, as im-

morality, drunkenness, gaming, etc. , are the pre-

vailing sins of the female portion of the commu-

nity of other cities and countries of the world.

We take the liberty of speaking freely and plainly

ود
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upon a topic which the pulpit shirks, and the

community winks at. We shall speak plainly

what we know, and strongly what we feel . The

moral sense ofthe community is at a fearful pass .

Each individual claims for herself whether or

not to have children. But if this right of option

is granted , does it permit the destruction of the

child ? " But," says the apologetic parent, " chil-

dren are so expensive ; the demands of society, the

cost for food, clothing, education , is so great that

we could not decently live with such a family."

Another, with means in abundance, says : " That

the care of children is such a slavery ;" this one

is fond of show and company, that one intends to

go to Europe, and neither can be bothered with

young ones." These are the excuses for not pro-

creating children , and the right so not to do we

will not discuss now ; but are these good reasons

for murder ? Is it not arrant laziness , sheer,

craven, culpable cowardice, which is at the bottom

of this base act ? Are you not dastardly shirking

your duty, the duty of your life appointed you by

the Creator ? Have you the right to choose an

indolent, selfish life, neglecting the work God has

appointed you to perform ? Are you a man who

encourage your wife to such a villainous proce-

dure ? or are you the woman whose love for gew-

gaws and trinkets prompts to the outrage against

the heavenly sanctity of a true woman's nature ?

Whichever you are, you are a pitiful, God -for-

saken wretch, and all true humanity despises you

and hoots at you.

You have not even the unjustifiable but possi-

bly excusable desire of the poor girl, the prey of

the vile seducer, who bears in her own breast the

pitiable evidence of another's crime. You volun-

tarily commit murder.

No, not murder, you say, for " there has not

been any life in the child." Do not attempt to

evade to man a crime which can not be hidden

from the All- seeing. The poor mother has not

herself felt the life of the child perhaps, but that

is a quibble only of the laws of man, founded in-

deed upon the view, now universally recognized

as incorrect, that the child's life began when its

movements were first strong enough to be percep-

tible. There is , in fact, no moment after concep-

tion when it can be said that the child has not

life, and the crime of destroying human life is as

heinous and as sure before the period of " quick-

ening" has been attained as afterward. But you

still defend your horrible deed by saying : " Well,

if there be, as you say, this mere animal life,

equivalent at the most to simple vitality, there is

no mind, no soul destroyed, and that therefore

there is no crime committed." Just so surely as

one would destroy and root out of existence all

the fowl in the world by destroying all the eggs

in the world, so certain is it that you do byyour

act destroy the animal man in the egg and the

soul which animates it. When is the period whenul wh

intelligence comes to the infant ? Are its feeble

first strugglings any evidence of its presence ?

Has it any appreciable quantity at birth ? Has it

any valuable, useful quantity even when a year

old ? When then is it that destruction is harm-

less or comparatively sinless ? While awaiting

your metaphysical answer, I will tell you when it

is sinful. Murder is always sinful, and murder is

the willful destruction of a human being at any
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period of its existence, from its earliest germinal

embryo to its final , simple animal existence in

aged decrepitude and complete mental imbecility.

We make these statements thus fully and plainly

because of the frequency of this sin , often com-

mitted under the erroneous idea that no wrong

deed is committed provided that " life has not

been felt," by women who would not willingly do

such a wrong. The amount of this crime can be

testified to by any observing physician, and the

half is probably concealed even from them.

This subject is not foreign to the theme of this

paper, for it is not only a moral evil , but a physi-

cal wrong. The health of the mother suffers ma-

terially from the violence done to her system, and

from the shock to her nervous sense. Whether it

is effected by powerful drugs or by mechanical

and instrumental interference, the result is dele-

terious to the animal economy. The organs are

often seriously lacerated , punctured , irritated , or

inflamed, producing temporary disease which

threatens and not unfrequently destroys life, and

also when apparently cured , leaves the organs cic-

atrized, contracted , maimed, in distorted shapes

and unnatural positions, in a state of sub-acute

inflammation or chronic congestion , for all after-

years a source of pain and weakness, and a fruit-

ful origin of neuralgias, debilities, and miseries .

Be assured this is not exaggerated, for we can not

recall to mind an individual who has been guilty

of this crime (for it must be called a crime, under

every aspect), but who has suffered for many

years afterward in consequence. And when the

health is finally restored, the freshness of life has

gone, and the vigor of mind and energy of body

have forever departed. Languor and listlessness

have become a second nature by habit.

Were the secrets committed to the sacred keep-

ing of a physician allowed to be exposed to the

world, we could convince you by a flood of wit-

nessing cases which have come under our own ob-

servation, and which could be corroborated by

thousands of medical men in this city and coun-

try, that we have barely broached the subject, and

that the facts are not even fully shadowed forth.

EVILS THOUGHTLESSLY PRODUCED.

An overweening desire for luxury, for dress,

fashion, or from simple indolence, sometimes from

a desire which may be laudable, not to produce

children to inherit constitutional diseases, induces

many
to 1take various precautionary measures

against conception . We have heard clergymen
state " that a man should control the size of his

family as much as a farmer his flocks ; that he

should not have a larger stock than he can house

and feed ; that this was inthe power of every one ;

that the mind was given to control the appetites ;

that the lower classes were overrunning with

children, and the poorer the parents the more

prolific they became " Yes, and the more healthy

and vigorous. It is these women who do not pre-

tend to guide the course of events, or make the

laws of Nature conform to their wishes , who are

in health and actually doing the work of the

world, while the wise in their own conceit are suf-

ferers, invalids, and useless. The laws of Nature,

and the necessities of our existence implanted by

an overruling Providence, can not be contravened

without detriment to the system. Local conges-

tions, nervous affections and debilities are the di-

rect and indisputable results of the coitus imper-

fecti, tegumenta extaria, ablutiones gelida, in-

fusiones astringentes, etcetera, so commonly em-

ployed by the community, who are so ignorant on

all these matters, and who are in fact substituting

for one imaginary difficulty in prospect a host of

ills that will leave no rest or comfort to be found.

On this subject there is great ignorance and

great ills resulting. Inquiry of any gynecologist

will convince the most skeptical that the general

employment of any means for the prevention of

conception is fraught with injury to the female

certainly, if not to the other sex also . Exactly

how these evils are effected is not perhaps of easy

explanation, for all the physiological laws are not

fully known, but of this fact there is no mistake,

and reasonably enough, for sexual congress is thus

rendered but a species of self- abuse.

We must leave this question thus imperfectly

touched upon, for your own reflections. It is one

of vast importance to the physical well -being of

the American woman, but it can not be discussed

advantageously in a single article. We could not

in conscience have omitted so important a cause

of the physical decline of the health of our

women without alluding to it, and less could

scarcely be said. In your reflections take one

guide to correct deductions. Start with the firm

belief that God's laws can not be discarded , super-

seded, or neglected with impunity.

INHERITED DISEASES,

It may be remarked that we have not alluded to

either inherited or contracted constitutional dis-

eases which result from immoralities either of an-

cestors or from the husband's criminalities , or

from woman's personal debasement. We have not

alluded to them principally because they are far

less common than some would fain make it appear.

With all their follies, the American women are

virtuous ; those to the contrary, we are confident,

being rare exceptions. This is almost as true of
the American husbands, the great majority of

whom are true to their marriage-vows, and in a

proportion, even in the tainted cities, the hot-

beds of vice, far greater than in any other land
of Christendom. That many women do thus suf-

fer is true ; and where this suffering arises from

the sins of either ancestors or husband , she can

only have our deepest sympathies, and surely none

can more deservedly claim them ! But where

moral sin has brought with it physical disease , we

can add nothing to the teachings of Holy Writ

and of past centuries. " The way of the trans-

gressor is hard," even in this nineteenth century ,

for the truths of time are the truths of eternity.

Women can still do something. They have yet a

work to perform. Strip off your follies, your

profligacies. Live for something better than dress

and fashion, and that ease and self-indulgence

which like a coy maiden, when courted most fur-

thest retires. Accept your earthly mission to

elevate man, to lift him above the perishing dross

and sickly vanities of this world :

"Allure to brighter worlds, and lead the way."

A LOFTIER END FOR LIFE.

If the sins ofthe past can only be alleviated , in

the future they may be prevented. Be a mother

to your children ; be a companion for your boys

and girls. The follies of the young are too often

only the manifestation of the sins of the mother,

sins of omission, of neglect of the child's thought,

which instead of being trained , as the gardener

inclines the twig, is allowed to be blown about by

every passing breeze. Fill your child's thoughts

full ; stuff them to repletion with the good, and

there will be no room for the bad to get in. You

know how to satisfy the demands of his stomach,

yet you do not attempt to cater for his nobler

mental and moral nature. Be a companion for

your children. Teach them that if weaned from

your breast they are not put away from your

heart, and from thence let them still draw their

spirit as they before found their life's blood ! Be

a mother !

"My ear is pained,

My soul is sick with every day's report
Of wrong and outrage with which earth is filled,"

A mother ! The fashionable woman whom we

once met dancing wantonly at a city ball whenher

only child lay at home sickening with scarlet

fever, is not the type we urge you to copy.
She

was but an ostrich who leaves its young on the

desert sands. No, be a true mother, instinct with

all the holy attributes of maternity. There are

many of you who can, like us, point to the man-

sions of the blest for the type of a mother not

dead, for she yet lives in our hearts, stirring us

up with a sweet, soft voice, yet ringing louder

than clarion blasts through our inmost souls, to

duty.

Ah! if you will but accept the noble office you

are called upon to perform, ifyou will but occupy

the heart of your husband, if you will but fold

your children into your own self, know their in-

most thoughts, be their confidant, their life- spring,

their guide, " truant husbands," as they are

called , sons designated as " only a little wild,"

will be rare, and the world will be renovated. To

these pure joys does the true woman say dress

and fashion are preferable ?

Like all good actions, these will rebound with

blessings. In the exercise of these duties , in the

cultivation of home joys and affections, the ex-

posures and consequent diseases will not be met

with . Life will not be a state of constant invalid-

ism . Will you think of these things ?

We need not speak here of the habit of so many

women of indiscriminate doctoring, taking of med-

icines whose virtues are seen only in newspaper

advertisements, indeed in the constant use of any

medicines. The evils of over-dosing have been

sufficiently dilated upon, but we may be permitted

to especially mention the evils arising from the

profuse drinking of the waters of various mineral

springs, without any regard to the character of

the diseases of the individual . It is now so gene-

ral a custom for the better portion of the commu-

nity to frequentthese summer resorts, and with-

out professional advice to drink inordinately of

of the waters, that a word of caution seems espe-

cially necessary.cially necessary. Much local as well as general

injury are often the result.

There are many other well-known indulgences

which vitiate the health, which have not even

been mentioned , but as most of them are appa-

rent to all , and as we can add nothing new to

what others have repeatedly said, we shall leave

them without any further allusion.

WOMEN'S RIGHTS.

The redemption of the sex from their alleged

degraded condition as dependent upon and infe-

rior to man, is one of the great controversial topics

of the day. If we place ourselves in opposition

to this reform movement, it must be seen from the

general tenor of these remarks that it is not from

any skepticism respecting her native capacity (for

the quickness of woman's intellect, the energy of

woman's resolve, and the persistency of woman's

determination is a fact generally admitted , and

we have endeavored to prove, or at least have as-

serted our belief, in her natural physical strength) .

Any opposition must therefore arise from her own

slavery to forms, and customs and observances ,

from being tied down by fashion and folly. They

should remember
66

who would be free,

Themselves must strike the blow,"

and not only assert their independence, but vindi-

cate their claim to equality, not with chalk, pow-

der, and balls, or blood-rouge stained cheeks but

by actual attainments and victories over self-de-

generacy. At the bottom of all superiority is

physical vigor. An inferior mind, backed by ro-

bust health, can accomplish all that it undertakes,

but tortured by disease, and restrained by de-

bility,the proudest intellect is futile to obtain re-

sults. The height of earthly desire can only be

striven for with earnestness, to say nothing of its

attainment, with the mens sana in corpore sano,

a healthy mind in a healthy body.

Readers, we have written these pages not wil-

lingly, but after much thoughtful deliberation,

and after frequent consultations with those whose

advice one who can be so happy as to obtain it, is

compelled to follow, and in accordance with an

irresistible feeling of duty. Simple and well-

known as what we have said may be to many, it

has cost some resolution to say it. It may cost

you more resolution to follow its instructions.

We stand only as a guide-post, showing whither

lead the two roads : it is for you to choose which

to follow.
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THROAT

DISEASES OF THE

AND

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

[CONTINUED.]

PROGNOSIS .

LUNGS .

IN estimating the curability of the different forms and stages of consump-

tion, we must take into account the original vitality of the patient, his

early habits of life- whether tending to impair the stamina of the consti-

tution, or to develop vigorous and enduring organs and tissues-the di-

eases which he has had, and the medicines he has taken. As a general

rule, consumptives are curable in the first stage, and incurable in the

second. From the third stage, recoveries are extremely rare, although

they do occasionally happen .

Some forms of the disease are much more readily cured than others.

The apostematous form, other circumstances being equal, is the most easily

cured of all. Next in the order of curability in the bronchial, and thirdly,

the catarrhal.

The laryngeal, the tubercular, and the dyspeptic do not differ essentially

in this respect with each other ; but are all much more fatal than the pre-

ceding forms. The hemorrhagic, when not preceded by other chronic dis-

eases, nor by dissipated habits, is curable in a majority of cases ; but when

the patient has been much reduced by bleeding, drugging, by liquor-

drinking, or tobacco-using, or by debauchery or self- pollution, his chance

of recovery is exceedingly small. When the symptoms of two or more

varieties co-exist, the prognosis is still more unfavorable. The dyspeptic

form is usually complicated with the tubercular, and frequently with both

the tubercular and hemorrhagic, and sometimes with both of these and the

largyngeal.

The most difficult and perplexing circumstance of all, in judging of the

curability of any form of this disease, relates to the prior medication of the

patient. Nine-tenths at least of all the consumptives who have presented

themselves for advice or treatment at my establishment, have been dosed

more or less by the physicians of the drug school. Sometimes they haveSometimes they have

gone the whole round of drug-medication, beginning with allopathy, then

trying successively homeopathy, eclecticism, and physio-medicalism, and

finishing off with all the quack nostrums in the market.

They have been damaged precisely to the extent that they have been

drugged. But what kinds of drugs they have taken they seldom know ;

and they never know the quantities of the different medicinal poisons they

have swallowed. I have cured several cases after a number of our most

eminent physicians had, on a careful stethoscopic examination, pronounced

fatally tuberculated. And we have declined treating hundreds of cases

because the patients had been fatally drugged before coming to us. Pa-

tients have frequently come to me from hundreds of miles distance, expect-

ing to be cured in a few weeks. They were not at all alarmed , and their

physicians had never intimated that there was the least danger in the case.

But I was obliged to be candid with them, and tell them there was no hope.

In some of these cases the patients were able to do a moderate day's work,

and yet disorganization has progressed so far in the lungs, or the vital

powers of the system has been so wasted by drugs, that I could readily

understand that the only question was, not whether the patient could

recover, but howmany weeks or months he could live ? The following cases

illustrate the point I wish to present very distinctly.

Three years ago last March, a gentleman about thirty years of age came

to my establishment from California. His lungs were but slightly tuber-

culated ; the cough was very slight scarcely troublesome ; the expecto-

ration was not at all alarming ; a very slight sense of weight in the upper

portion of the chest, with moderate difficulty of breathing on active exercise,

was all that he complained of, so far as the lungs were concerned . But he

had had, years before, bilious fevers and other complaints, for which the

physicians had salivated him severely. He had also been bled and blisteredered

several times, and taken antimony and digitalis freely. These agents and

onbled

processes had shattered his constitution , and made a complete wreck of

his digestive organs. And the nutritive system being destroyed , he had

nothing to build upon. I could give himI could give him very little encouragement- not

that I feared anything from the disease of the lungs per se, but I

apprehended that he had been fatally poisoned. The patient himself

was destitute of hope. He had studied his case thoroughly ; and had

learned too late the sad lesson, that when the living organism is poisoned

to a certain extent, death is inevitable. But as he was determined to make

a trial for his life, I gave him the best advice I could. He remained with

me till the middle of the summer, with very little change in his symptoms.

Then he went into the country, and remained till winter, when he began

sensibly to decline, and died in the spring following , not of consumption,

for his lungs did not evince any aggravation of their morbid condition until

a short time before death, but of the mercurialization which he received

in California.

This patient, I have reason to believe, complied with my advice in all

respects to the letter, and lived as hygienically and strictly as was possible.

for him to do.

In contrast with the above I will mention the following : Qne year ago

last November a gentleman about forty-five years of age came to me from

Canada. His lungs were extensively ulcerated ; his cough was violent ;

expectoration copious, with hectic fever and night sweats. His friends.

considered him hopelessly diseased, and the physicians of the place pro-

nounced him to be in a " galloping consumption." Fortunately, he took

none of their medicines, though strongly importuned to do so. Nor had

he, in his previous sickness, taken much medicine--none, indeed, except the

simples of domestic treatment. He had also the advantage of an original

sound constitution, derived from healthy parents, and had never been the

victim of liquor nor tobacco.

With all these favorable circumstances, notwithstanding the violence of

the disease in the lungs, and the urgency of the symptoms, I judged that

the chances were in his favor. He was put under a moderate course of

bathing, and a very rigid dietary, and in two months returned home in

good health, which he has enjoyed ever since.

TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION.

There are certain rules of management which apply alike to all forms and

conditions of consumption, and certain rules which are specially applicable

to particular cases. I will speak first of the general treatment, and then

of the special.

-
EXERCISE. The pathological condition and proximate cause of consump-

tion being essentially obstruction in the lungs, and the disease itself being

an effort of the vital powers to relieve the obstruction in the blood- vessels

by the processes of deposits in the air cells and glands, suppuration , ulcer-

ation, and consequent cough and expectoration , the indication of the very

first importance is to promote the action and expansion of the lungs to the

greatest possible extent. This is to be accomplished by such exercises as

favor the respiration without greatly fatiguing the muscular system. One

golden rule is here always to be regarded . The exercises, of whatever

kind, should never be so violent, nor so long continued , as greatly to dis-

turb the breathing, nor the action of the heart. They should be frequent,

varied, regular, and persevering, but never so severe as to cause panting

of the lungs, or palpitation, throbbing, or fluttering of the heart's action.

Within these limits they can hardly be too vigorous.

Another rule of scarcely less importance is, to commence all exercises

gently, and gradually increase them, as they can be borne without the dis-

turbances above mentioned . Consumptive invalids, anxious to make good

progress, are very apt to overdo in the matter of exercise at first, by which

means their muscles become lame and stiff, so that the cure is really re-

tarded . And a third rule is worth mentioning in this place. A part of

the exercises should always be taken in the open air. Calisthenic and

gymnastic movements within doors are valuable-indeed, in many cases,

essential ; but out-door exercise in some form--walking or riding-is

equally so. Feeble consumptives should be well-protected from cold by

sufficient clothing, and if need be, while riding, with hot bottles or blocks

to the feet, but they should never be permanently housed up.

As a general rule, also, those exercises are to be preferred which more

particularly call into action the muscles of the upper extremities and trunk

of the body. Pulling against weights, the Indian clubs, the dumb-bells ,

etc , are all serviceable. Horseback exercise for those who are not very

weak, in the muscles of the abdomen and lower extremities is to be highly

commended. It is injurious in those cases in which the patient can not

maintainthe erect bodily position without great fatigue or increased difficulty

of breathing. Walking on uneven ground, and even descending and ascend-

ing hill- sides and mountains, are among the very best of exercises, provided

they are practiced with due caution . Many consumptives have recovered

entirely by performing a long journey on foot ; walking a very few miles

the first day, and gradually increasing the task as the strength and respi-

ration improved. And, no doubt, thousands of consumptives have lost their

lives in consequence ofthe advice of their physicians, to be very particular

in avoiding all active exercise, and all exposure to cold. Active exercise
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and exposure to the open air in all kinds of weath-air in all kinds of weath-

er have been the salvation of many consumptive

invalids. A great many nostrums, and particular

articles of diet or drink, and several drug medi-

cines which actually retarded the cure, have ob-

tained a reputation for being useful, because they

were prescribed conjointly with a proper and sys-

tematic plan of out-door exercises. The exercises

cured in spite of the medicine ; but the chief credit

wasgivento the medicine ; and so the next patient

relied mainly on the medicine, paid little attention

to exercise, and died.

Sea-voyages are often beneficial by exposing the

patient freely to fresh air and out-door exercise.

Exposure to rough winds, rain, or snow is in-

comparably less injurious than confinement in an

over-heated and ill -ventilated house. Even catch-

ing cold occasionally does not damage the patient

so much as constant confinement in-doors.

one of these gentry appeared in public decorated

with $20,000 worthofjewelry. Ifwe may believe

what is said of the modern prince of pill-makers,

he pays annually an enormous sum to the printers

for the mere advertisements and puffs of his pills.

These princely nabobs of the vial and pill box,

ride in their coaches, and laugh in their sleeves at

the credulity and folly of the suffering commu-

nity. Why do people support them ? "Why, sir,

do you not consider that we are sick and wish to

get well ?" And are you more likely to get well

because you commit yourself blindfolded to the

indiscriminate handling of a quack ? What does

he know of your disease and of the multitude of

modifying causes at work to give peculiarity to

your case ? " But the sum is very small which

we pay for a vial or box." Ah ! this is an evil ,

that for a few cents you are willing to hazard

yourself in the hands of every ignorant pretender

to infallible remedies. You do not consider that,

by such an experiment, you are supporting a

most dangerous principle, and upholding a most

Vocal gymnastics or voice exercises should

never be neglected by the incipient consumptive,

nor by any who has the least predisposition to the

disease. The reader may find a variety of instruc- pernicious system of fraud and swindling, as well

tions and examples in regard to the proper man- as running a risk of confirmed ill health, if not

agement of the voice in the " Illustrated Family premature death . What better than a highway-

Gymnasium." man, who levies a bonus from the occasional trav-

Speaking, reading aloud, declamation and sing- eler, and who perhaps now and then follows his

ing, all of which are to be so practiced as not to

fatigue the lungs, nor to induce soreness in the

vocal organs, will do more to overcome the predis- nity with his infallible nostrums, the cure-all of

position and arrest the early stages of consump-

tion than all the apothecary stuff ever invented.

WHY WILL PEOPLE SUPPORT

THEM ?

Ir is matter of astonishment that mankind do

not get their eyes opened to the tremendous evils

of quackery. The quacks who make what are

called patent medicine, appear before the public

in the garb of philanthropy, and offer to cure,

with one simple remedy, derived entirely from

the vegetable world, and not containing a particle

of poison, all the diseases that the flesh is heir to.

Believe this who can. Perhaps no one credits it.

But every one who is somewhat diseased , and

consequently rendered unfit for the enjoyments

and duties of life, who reads their flaming and

lying advertisements, with all his incredulity as

to the general application, is still willing to make

the experiment of one or two bottles or boxes.

The medicine is said to be harmless, that if it

does not cure, it will not hurt any one. It is all

taken from the vegetable kingdom. The thought-

less mortal does not once consider that as violent

and deadly poisons are found in the vegetable as

in the mineral kingdom. He parts with his money

for that which is not bread surely, and with al-

most equal certainty for that which is not health.

He tries one kind, and then another, until, having

gone over the whole region of quackery, he is

satisfied that he must die. Still, he has not hurt

himself by this indiscriminating dosing, for the

quacks have told him in their advertisements, and

reiterated it in their printed directions, that the

medicines were taken altogether from the vege-

table kingdom.

Why do the public support the quacks ? They

do it, and in a most princely manner, too. In the

papers it was recently stated that a daughter of

threat with the deed of death, is that man who

appears before a diseased and credulous commu-

humanity, and by a skillful advantage taken of

a few cures which nature performs in spite of his

quackery, succeeds in amassing his thousands at

the expense of an untold amount of suffering and

death ? Nay, the highwayman is the more honor-

able villain of the two, for he makes no preten-

sions to philanthropy, and openly avows his sole

intention, while the quack, without an examin-

ation of your case, sends you his instruments of

destruction, and prescribing for a name which

may mean anything and everything, the same

dose for all diseases. This is a trifling with life,

of which the highwayman is not guilty. In re-

lation to all quacks and quackery, the principle

should be total abstinence.

EVERY MAN HAS WITHIN HIM THE BEST

PHYSICIAN.

sician and pay him a double fee, than to take the
medicine in addition . Some are beginning to

practice on this principle, looking to the physician
within for the main help. This practitioner is

incomparably more worthy of a diploma than

most of our doctors who ride in a gig, and enjoy

the credit of their cures. Dr. Vis Vitæ is at

every man's service without charge or cost, if he

has not been driven from the earthly house of

the soul's tabernacle" by ill usage, before disease

assumes its visible forms. He generally calls on

the patient in the earliest commencement of na-
t

ture's complaining, oftentimes long before the

patient thinks of calling in one who has learned

something about diseases at our medical colleges.

This skillful doctor has a multitude of assistants,

who wait continually on his dictations. Now,

if all understood the ways of this kind friend, who

after all requires a salary to keep him alive, but

always takes barter pay, not alcohol, nor tea, nor

coffee, nor spices, nor the flesh of living or dead

animals ; but he is most pleased with the simple

present from the vegetable kingdom, and from the

crystal fountain. I say that if all understood the

ways of this kind friend, they would be more

careful of his support in the season of health, and

more attentive to his prescriptions and peculiar

mode of practice in the gloomy period of disease.

Were he to receive all that attention and care

which such a noble benefactor deserves, the peri-

ods of disease would be like " angel's visits, few

and far between," and death would be successful

.only when long and protracted services had en-

tirely exhausted the energies of this domestic

physician, the inherent restorative powers of the

system. GATES.

VISITORS IN THE SICK-ROOM.

-

BY HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D.

Ir is very agreeable, when one speaks, to be

able to say something new, but it is ofttimes

needful to repeat thoughts that have been uttered

again and again. Health reformers are not yet

sufficiently impressed withthe value of rest or

quiet, as a recuperative agent, or as a means of

restoration to health in acute diseases. We com-

plain, and I think justly, of the manner in which

allopathic physicians treat the sick. But their

treatment of them is no more cruel or unphilo-

sophical than that they generally receive from

the hands of their friends. The doctors burden

the life-powers by introducing into the system

substances which irritate and poison it- the

friends still further tax the powers byintroducing

into the sick room company which irritates , or ex-

cites , or wearies the mind of the invalid . The

tendency of both courses is to defeat the vital

force in its struggle to establish healthful con-

ditions in its domain.

Our best medical practitioners of the old school

are beginning to recognize this fact much more

than formerly, and to act in conformity to it.

Hence, they administer comparatively but little

medicine ; ifthey practice in the country, no more

than what they might stow away in the waist-

coat pocket. Once it was not so. Many in the

country can recollect that forty or fifty years

ago the saddle-bags of the doctor were most

bountifully stored with drugs and medicine. But

a change has been in progress , and now many a

physician, were he to follow his firm convictions

of duty when called to a great majority of cases,

would say to the alarmed patient who asked ,

" What must be done ?" " Do nothing - dodoc

nothing, and you will do better than to submit to

the action, in too many cases, the uncertain action

of medicine." But few, if any of them, as yet

have the moral courage to deal plainly with their

friends . They would offend them and lose their

fee. They therefore feel that they must prescribe

something, and if they confine themselves to some

simple medicine, acting most in harmony with the

laws of life, regulating in a suitable manner the

diet and regimen of the patient, they retain the

good graces of their employers, secure a fee, and

do nearly as much good as they would have ac-

complished by a little wholesome advice without

the medicine. Perhaps in ninety-nine cases in a

hundred, taken in season, it would be far better

to receive the advice of a scientific skillful phy-

The majority of persons who have learned the

folly ofmedicine-giving and medicine-taking, and

the value of water treatment, and who are very

careful when they have a sick person to tend ,

that he shall not swallow any poison, and that he

shall have exactly the right kind of baths, and the

right kind of diet, and plenty of pure air, are en-

tirely reckless as to his expenditure of strength.

They allow his vitality to be wasted, as the

spendthrift squanders his money. The allopaths

are consistent in their mode of procedure. Their

dependence is on medicine ; they know nothing

about Nature. Hence they are careful that the

medicines shall be given with promptness and

precision, and then they leave other things to

take care of themselves.

thing

But he who believes in Water-Cure relies upon
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Nature. He has nothing in the wide world to

resort to but the vitality which resides in the sys-

tem ofthe sick one, and all the auxiliaries which

he uses must be applied with reference to its in-

stincts and capabilities. How inconsistently he

acts, then, when he permits his patient to be

made anxious, or to be fretted or troubled , or ex-

hausted in any manner ! And yet he does in this

respect just as he does whose reliance is upon

" doctor stuff." If one is sick, the neighbors

must come in and see him; if he is seriously sick,

they must come and go very frequently ; if he is

verydangerously sick, they must come in crowds,

and keep the sick-room in an excitement con-

stantly. No doubt this is usually kindly meant

on the part of the neighbors ; but their visiting is

often very injudicious, and productive of disas-

trous results.

The carelessness of the Water-Cure doctor or

nurse, in permitting his patient to be burdened

with visitors, arises from three causes. He does

not appreciate the important part the VITAL

FORCE bears in the curative process ; he does not

realize howmuch this is strained bythe presence,

and perhaps conversation, of company; and he

fears to offend or wound his neighbors by denying

them access to the invalid's chamber. A little

wise reflection will set him right on the first two

points ; but it requires considerable nerve to set

himself right on the last . Yet there is imperative

need that it should be done. I am well satisfied

that parents have been defeated in attempts to

cure their children of acute diseases , simply for

want of firmness in this respect. And persons

have been forced to keep their rooms for weeks ,

when, but for being over-visited , they might have

been out in days. I am sure there is much need-

less sensitiveness on the part of friends about

keeping persons away from their sick ones. How

easy it would be to step down to the door and

say to the visitor, " I thank you for your sym-

pathy and thoughtfulness in calling to inquire

after my friend, but I can not invite you in to

see him, for I am satisfied that he is better when

left entirely quiet, and I admit none except those

who are needed in taking care of him."

aware that in many instances this would give

offense, because it would be unappreciated. But

nothing is gained by asking the neighbor in. He

will be sure to be shocked when he learns that

the patient gets no medicine, and will carry away

a topic for gossip quite as fruitful as in the for-

mer case. No. First and foremost, the good of

the patient must be consulted . He must not be

left to get lonely or cheerless, but he must have

quiet, and he who allows this to be disturbed is

not a good Water-Cure practitioner.
OUR HOME ON THE HILLSIDE,

DANSVILLE, N. Y., February, 1860.

I am

CONSUMPTION AND FOUL AIR.

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF MEN AND WOMEN.

EDITOR WATER-CURE JOURNAL- Dear Sir:

By your interesting article on consumption in the

Februarynumber of the JOURNAL, it appears that

the Southern States are far more exempt from

the ravages of this destroyer than the Northern

ones. I have long been of the opinion that one of

the greatest, if not the very greatest ( after tight

dressing, perhaps, Dr. Hall to the contrary, not-

withstanding) , cause of this malady, is the habi-

tual breathing of impure air. I have often said ,

ifthis be case, the Southerners should be freer from

it than the Northerners, as not only are they

more out in the open air probably, but (of more

consequence) their houses are much more openly

built ; there are more cracks and crevices in the

wood-work ; the plastering is often left unrepaired

foryears (somehave none at all) ; they have large,

open fire-places, and they are laughed at for

lighting a great hot wood fire, and then opening

the outer-door, having one side too warm and the

other too cold. Though far preferable to being

poisoned in the close, tight stove-heated rooms of

the North, this is not the best way of proceeding ;

still, it keeps their rooms in a pure, healthy con-

dition . Though I judged they should be less

liable to lung affections, I did not know there was

such an enormous difference as your article, based

on official returns, gives . The other habits of

the Southerners, physiologically considered , are

very bad, and many diseases are prevalent in con-

sequence ; so , to their generally breathing a com-

paratively pure atmosphere within doors, must in

a great measure be due their freedom from con-

sumption. If they were as careful to avoid a

draft (of pure air ? ) as Dr. Hall would have them,

I fear the census would tell a different tale. As

bearing on this view of the subject, New Orleans

furnishes an instructive example ; her ratio of

consumptives is one in eleven, while taking the

deaths in the whole State of which she is the capi-

tal , it is only one in nineteen. Now, we all know

that town houses are more air-tight than country

ones, and that the inhabitants do not breathe as

pure an atmosphere in the former as in the latter

case. And moreover, that the consumptive mor-

tality would show still higher in New Orleans if

it was not for the prevalence of the yellow fever,

which takes off some prospective consumptive

patients . Yet the temperature of the capital city

is as high as that of the State of Louisiana ,

so that probably little of this Southern freedom

from decline is due to the absolute heat as such ;

it is the purer air enjoyed by the people in their

dwellings.

I like the spirit of Dr. Gardner's article on the

" Physical Decline of American Women," yet I

think he goes too far in attributing the same

physical power to them naturally as to man ; so

I understand him. The female of most ofthe in-

ferior animals is weaker than the male, speaking

generally. He says, " The mare is not judged one

whit less muscular or robust than the horse."

Here there is an allowance of 3 lbs . made to

mares in racing against horses of the same age.

In England it is also usual to make an allowance ,

more or less, " to mares and geldings." He

also says , that the muscular vigor ofthe men and

women (slaves at the South) among the field

hands is not markedly different, unless the women

have been abused when pregnant, etc. That is

not so here. It is usual, taking the general run

of field hands, to count three women equal to two

men, and the women are not put to the severest

labor, such as mauling rails, lifting logs , etc.

Nature has pretty fair play among these work-

people ; that is , both the sexes are on a perfect

equality as regards the development of their
frames in youth The dress of a 66 corn-field"

negro woman is as good as the long dress can be ;

it is little more than a coarse shift-not so good

for running in as pantaloons, but equally so for

hoeing.

I believe if men and women were both placed

equally under the most advantageous circum-

stances for producing bodily health and vigor, the

former would, under all circumstances, have one-

third more strength. In passive endurance, wo-

man fully equals, if not surpasses, her brother

man.

I would not be misunderstood in this matter.

I am a rabid " women's rights " advocate, of the

most ultra class, but would not claim for them

what they do not possess equal physical strength

with man. EDWARD M. RICHARDS.

MOORE'S ORDINARY, PRINCE EDWARD Co., VA.

RESULTS OF MENTAL IMPRES-

SIONS.

IT is no less remarkable than true, that on this

topic as well as several others in which scien-

tific men (? ) have taken ground in opposition to

natural and extensive experience , the latter even-

tually has the best of the contest, because it is

natural, and therefore correct. Even that excel-

lent man, the late Dr. Shew, was no exception to

this, if I rightly remember ; for, I believe, he did

not admit that mental impressions were capable

of producing tangible results in the form popularly

known as " marks" on human offspring; and there

are still many men of the same opinion ; but a

large majority of the gentler sex will, I think, be

found on the side that insists on the potency

of mental impressions, often to a demonstration.

Some instances of the latter class, whose fidelity

to truth I am sure of, may be interesting enough

to admit of being related .

I knew a lady who fell down stairs, hurting her

back by the fall, during pregnancy. When the

child was born it had a broken back, correspond-

ing in position precisely to the part in which its

mother's back was merely hurt, and that but

slightly. But this woman thought she was se-

verely injured ; that her back was almost, or quite

fact, though founded on a misconception. Being

broken ! This impression was transmitted as a

born with a broken back, the child, a female, sur-

vived its injury only six months before returning

to its mother earth.

Our wife's father and mother arrived in Wis

from England but a few weeks before our first boy

was born. Said wife was her father's pet, and he

her idol , or thereabout. As may be imagined,

therefore, the father was almost constantly an ob-

ject of thought or of remark during this period of

pregnancy. The consequence was, is, and proba-

bly long will be, the boy is like his grandfather ,

in the form of his features , the color of his face,

in his walk and general postures ; in brief, in

general form, carriage, and appearance. The

child resembles his grandsire, but is quite unlike

either of his parental relatives. This boy, Frank-

land, is now nine years old ; his grandfather,

eighty - one ; and both have facial features some-

what blue.

About three months before our second boy,

Wren-now five years old-was born, his mother

awoke in a state of great fright, insisting that a

gopher-a small animal well known in Western

cornfields during its early growth--was on the

back of her neck. She held her thumb firmly on

the precise place where the ideal gopher was till I

procured a light and instituted a careful search ;

finding, as might be supposed, no such creature,

nor any living thing soever. Consequence, this

boy, Wren, has a light-brown mark, as near the

color of the little animal as can be, about an inch

and a quarter long, and one third of an inch in

width, which produces hair three fourths of an

inch in length-about as long as that which

clothes this little pest of the cornfield !

Considering such facts, and many more that

might be related, it appears somewhat strange-

the poet says " truth is stranger than fiction".

that the force and philosophy of mental impres-

sions should not have, from time immemorial , been

admitted and generally understood. Swedenborg

has, I believe, elaborately discussed the matter in

a volume called the " Animal Kingdom," and his

conclusions are on the side of nature, and coincide

with the class of facts of which we have noticed
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two or three. Nature can not be gainsayed , and

those that think as she works must always be in-

controvertible. And when we consider the inti-

mate and continuous connection of the nerves that

control the circulation and those of the brain, it

must be admitted that impressions affecting the

latter may be transmitted to any part of the hu-

man structure readily and in an instant, and this

sort of process will necessarily be much favored

and facilitated by the highly sensitive and pecu-

liar state ofthe nerves during the bearing period.

It must be obvious, therefore, that mental impres-
ས་

sions have peculiar force and effects with the fem-

inine nature, as well as more general, though less

obvious, influences, on human structures and char-

acter, the wide world over. We are no doctor,

nor the son of a doctor ; but we can not, on that

account, forego the necessity of believing accord-

ing to the evidence and extended observation.

J. W. C.

DR. ALCOTT'S LAST WORK.*

WE present our readers with a few additional

extracts from the above work. We shall from

time to time transfer to our columns brief
pas-

come and see him immediately. Although it was

fully twelve o'clock, and I had been so fully occu-

pied during the preceding evening that I had but

just crawled into bed and begun my slumbers, I

was instantly on my feet, and in about twelve
minutes at the bedside of the sick man.

He had been affected with a bowel complaint,

as it appeared, for several days, during which his

wife, who was one of those conceited women who

know so much, in their own estimation, that no-

body can teach them anything, had dosed him

with various things, such as were supposed to be

good for the blood or the stomach, among which

was brandy and loaf sugar. Now his bowels,

though they were inflamed, might have borne the

sugar ; but the brandy was a little too much for

them. They had endured it for a time, it is true ,

but had at length yielded, and were in a worse

condition than when she began her treatment.

And what was worse, her alcoholic doses, fre-

quently " inflicted," had heated the circulatory

apparatus, and even the whole system, into a

burning fever.

It needed no very active imagination, in such

circumstances , to make out , at least in prospect,

a very " hard case." And as he who has a giant

foe to contend with, arms himself accordingly, I

immediately invoked the strongholds of the ma-

hold up my head, or look any person in the face.

To my perturbed imagination every one who was

but three feet high" was ready to point at me

the finger of scorn, and say, " You have killed.

that man." The heavens themselves seemed cov-

ered with thick darkness, and the green earth

with sackloth and ashes. " Never again," I said

to myself a thousand times, " can I bear up under

such sad and severe responsibilities."

And yet--will the reader believe it ?--no one

circumstance of my whole medical life ever did

more to establish my reputation than this. True,

I had contended on the battle-field , and had been

beaten, but then it was thought I had contended

against a powerful foe. Men sometimes think it

honorable even to be beaten . I well remember

an instance of this sort. A very great scoundrel

heaped insults upon a worthyjustice ofthe peace,

till the latter seized him and held him down to

the ground for a considerable time. The man was

quite respectable afterward , and told the story to

his own praise a thousand times over ! He had

measured lances with Squire H. ! and though the

squire was too much for hjm, he obtained a town-

wide reputation by the contest.

You will see, more and more, as I proceed with

these confessions, that it is not in him that willeth

nor in him that runneth, to be acceptable as a

sages, which will enable our subscribers to judge teria medica for the
strongest

doses which it physician, but in certain circumstances, partly

of its merits.

KILLING A PATIENT.

President Lindsley, late of one of our south-

western colleges--a very shrewd and observing,

as well as learned and excellent individual- has

been often heard to say that no half-educated

young physician ever succeeded in obtaining a

good run of professional business, and a fair med-

ical reputation, without dispatching prematurely

to the other world, at least as many as half a

dozen ofhis patients.

It is said that most rules have their exceptions ;

and it is even affirmed) by some that the excep-

tions strengthen the rule. If this is so, perhaps
the rule of Pres. L. may stand ; though to many

it seems at first exceedingly sweeping . Oneknown

exception to its universality may be worth men-

tioning, on which the reader may make his own

comments, and from which he may draw his own

inferences. I was so fortunate for one, as to at-

tain to the eminence he mentions, without killing

anything like half a dozen patients ; at least, so

far as I know.

And yet, as I verily fear and most honestly

confess , I did kill one or two. Not, of course,

with malice aforethought, for they were among

my very best friends ; and one in particular was

a near and highly valued neighbor. Let me give

you a few details concerning the latter. It may

serve as a lesson of instruction, as well as a con-

fession.

could furnish, and these in no measured or

stinted quantity. In short, I attacked the dis-

ease with the most powerful agents of which I

could avail myself.

I will not trouble the non- professional reader

with the names of the various and powerful drugs

which were laid under contribution in this trying

and dangerous case, and which were most assid-

uously plied. It is sufficient, perhaps, to say that

on looking over my directions-fairly written out

as they were, and laid on a small stand near the

sick bed-you might have discovered that hardly

a half hour, by night or day, could pass in which

he was not required to swallow some very active,

or in other words, poisonous, medicinal agent or

other. For though I was even then greatly op-

posed, in theory, to the exhibition of much med-

icine in disease, yet in practice I could not free

myself wholly from the idea that my prospects of

affording aid, or rather, of giving nature a chance

of saving a patient, was nearly in proportion to

the amount I could force into him of opium, calo-

mel, nitrate of silver, carbonate of ammonia, etc.

or

It was, in short, enough to kill a Samson or a

Hercules ; and 1 repeat that I verily fear that it

did kill in the present instance ; not, however,

immediately. For several days and nights we

watched over him, heating his brain, in our over-

kindness, to a violent delirium on the one hand,

or to a stupor almost like the sleep of death on the

other.

Not satisfied with our own murderous efforts ,

we at length applied for medical counsel. My

predecessor was not so far off as to be quite be-

He was about six feet high, with large vital or-

gans ; and though by no means possessed of a

strong constitution, yet in virtue of a most rigidyond our reach, and was in due time on the spot.

temperance, generally healthy. He was, how-

ever, subjected to the habitual influences of a

most miserable cookery. Indeed, I never knew

worse. Seldom, if ever, did he pass a single week

--I might even say a single day--without having

his alimentary organs irritated to sub-inflamma-

tion by more or fewer of what Dr. Dunglison, the

physiologist, would call " rebellious" mixtures.

I do not wonder, in truth, that he occasionally
sickened . The wonder with me is that he did not

sicken and die long before he did. And though

the blowthat finished his perilous, mortal career

was doubtless inflicted by my own hand, I do not

hesitate to say that his " housekeeper" had nearly
half destroyed him before I was called.

It was a midsummer night, when the messen-

ger came across an interv ening field, and aroused

me from my slumbers with the intelligence that

Mr. M. was very sick, and wanted to have me

* " FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF PILLS AND

POWDERS ; or, the Cogitations and Confessions of an Aged

Physician." Sent by mail, postpaid, by Fowler and Wells,
on receipt of One Dollar.

He, good man, sanctioned the deeds already done,

and only made through the force of their pre-

demons which already assailed if they did not

possessions, an addition to the dark catalogue of

actually possess him.

{

within and partly beyond our control . You will

see, however , that the best way in the end is ,

boldly and fearlessly to do right, and then trust

in Him who loves right, and whose throne is in

the heavens, for the final issue. We may not

always be popular in doing right- probably we

shall not be--but we shall, in any event, have a
clear conscience.

A SUDDEN CURE.

I was called one morning very early to see a

little girl , five or six years of age, who, it was

said, was extremely sick , and without immediate

aid could not probably long survive.

She was one of a very numerous family, most

ofwhom, though suffered to run almost wild, like

so many rabbits, were comparatively healthy. I

do not suppose they had ever called in a physi-

cian more than once or twice in a year. In truth,

they had very little confidence in physicians ;

though in extremities they were accustomed to

call on them almost as much as other people.

In any event, Caroline was very sick now, and

they loudly demanded aid. I was forthwith on

the spot. Caroline was groaning most piteously.

" Where is your distress ?" I inquired . She gave

no direct answer, but continued to groan and

writhe, as if she were impaled. As I could ob-

tain no reliable information from her, and could

discover no special or exciting cause of her suffer-

ing, and as the case was urgent, I proceeded to

do something, though, as I must honestly confess ,

it was to labor quite in the dark. One thing I

knew, it is true, that there were spasms, and that

it depended on a diseased condition of the brain

and nervous system ; but what the cause or causes

were, I could hardly divine. Nor, in truth, had I

time to ask many questions

Though the days of Hydropathy had not yet

arrived, the world, even then, had a good deal of

water in it, and physicians were sometimes wise

enough to use it. It was demanded, as I thought,

on the present occasion. It would, at least, by

For the first time in my medical career, I suf-

fered here from a loss of the confidence of my em-

ployers. A very mean man, who could gain

notoriety in no other way, undertook to insinuate whiling away the time, give opportunity for fur-

that I did not understand well my profession ; ther observation, and reflection, and deeper in-

and this story for a short time made an impres - vestigation . There was a good fire in the kitch-

sion However, there was soon a reaction in my en, and I ordered a warm bath immediately.

favor, so that nothing was lost in the end . More Every effort was made to hasten the process of

than even this might be said that I rose higher , warming the water, as well as to keep the patient

as the result of the report. quiet and within doors ; for she raved like a ma-

niac-partly indeed from a childish fear, but

partly also from real bodily suffering . The fam-

( ily and neighborhood-for the latter were very d

largely collected together-were almost as much

alarmed and distressed as the little patient, and

this reacted on the patient to her increased dis-

advantage.

Mr. M. at length began to decline. Nature,

though strongly intrenched in her citadel , andin her citadel, and

loth to " give up the ship," began to succumb to

the powers of disease and the load of medicine ;

and he gradually descended to the tomb. His

whole sickness was of little more than a week's

duration.

I was present at the funeral, but I could scarcely As there were no special preparations in those
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days for bathing-I mean in the region of which

I am now speaking-we used a large wash-tub.

The water was soon ready, and was made rather

warm, quite above 1000 of Fahrenheit. I had

taken the precaution to have my patient already

undressed, so asas to lolose no time. The very in-

stant the bath was ready, she was plunged into

it. It cost some trouble, for she resisted with al-

most superhuman strength , and uttered most ter-

rific screams. But as the ox is dragged to the

slaughter, she was dragged into the water and

held in it.

The effect was like magic. She had not been in

the water twenty seconds before everything was

quiet, and I do not know that she has ever had

another pang to the present hour. Certain it is

that she seemed to be entirely cured by this

single bath, and none of her spasms ever re-

turned.

•

The family were greatly delighted, and so were

the neighbors. And was the physician, think

you, an uninterested spectator ? Had he been

wholly destitute ofthe love of doing good, by re-

lieving human distress, he must at least have

been susceptible of receiving pleasure from gen-

eral approbation.

He certainly sought respectability as a physi-

cian, and this he was by degrees now attaining.

It is hardly possible to refer the sudden quiet

which followed in this instance from the applica-

tion of warm water, to a mere coincidence, as if

the system was ready, just at this very instant, to

react or rally. The bath must have had some-

thing more than a mere imaginary or accidental

effect, though its prescription may be said to have

been empirical.

Had the experiment in the present instance

wholly failed it is by no means improbable the

physician would still have been on a par with
other men The guess he made was his only

thought. He had nothing in reserve. But he

was successful ; he guessed right, and it built him

up. His fame now began to spread far and wide,

wafted, as it were, on the wings of every breeze.

If he succeeded, it was supposed to be undeniable

proof of his skill ; if he failed, it was not sup-

posed to be so much his fault as the result of cir-

cumstances ; or, more properly, the severity of

the disease. And even in the case of failure, as I

have said elsewhere, he often gained credit ; for

he had boldly contended, at great odds, with a

mighty because intangible antagonist !

It is an old proverb-but by no means the less

true for its age-that when a person is going down

hill every one will give him a kick. But is it not

equally true that when he is resolutely going up

hill, they are equally ready to help him on? So

at least I found it at this period ofmy progress .

MY SATCHEL.

BY H. H. HOPE.

CHAPTER XII.-THE CONSULTATION.

THERE can be no period in the life of a young

man more interesting than that in which he is

called to decide what shall be his profession or

pursuit. From very extensive observation I have

been led to conclude, that the ill success attend-

ing the efforts of my fellow-men grows largely

out of the mistakes they make in the choice of

their vocations. Nature is only grand in the aids

she renders to us, when she is left free to exhibit

her strength. Oftener than otherwise, in this

country, are our young men and young women

turned from their natural bent or predisposition

to special pursuits, to take up with those for

which hehas no liking. Parents not unfrequently

select for their boys professions for which they

have no taste, and educate them with special

reference to the uses of their powers in those

directions ; and in doing so, render it impossible

for their children to avoid failure. No two chil-

dren are constituted alike ; and their dissimilar-

ities oftener than otherwise indicate the point

toward which all the interest and affection of

their parents should be turned. We are very

likely to choose a pursuit, profession, or sphere of

business for our children from no other consider-

ation than simply that in it some one has pre-

viously been successful in acquiring fame, wealth,

or high standing ; thus overlooking the very essen-

tial fact that, for our boy to succeed, he must

have the same qualifications and the same fitness

as he who preceded him .

Time, who is ceaseless in his revolutions, had

brought Gerrit Ferguson to that period when it

became a dictate of common prudence that he

should make choice of a profession, and hence-

forward devote himself with particular assiduity

to a fit preparation for it. As a young man, he

stood high, and by all who knew him was beloved

as thoroughly as he was esteemed ; and he gaveve

promise of celebrity in whatsoever calling he

might adopt. He was hopefully and decidedly

pious ; was a member of a Christian church ; and

was himself at a doubt whether he should study

law or the ministry. His father and mother in-

clined to his acceptance of the ministerial pro-

fession, and perhaps his own mind leaned as

strongly toward it as toward the profession ofthe

law. But Penelope was really earnest and de-

cided in her opinion that he should be a lawyer

instead of a minister. She declared her great

respect for the ministry, but said she knew that

Gerrit had in him too much practical knowledge-Gerrit had in him too much practical knowledge-

a knowledge of men and things, of business and

its pursuits-to justify him in placing himself

where it would no . all be of practical account

She affirmed that there were many young men

in the country who had no other tendency than

to study human nature from its religious aspects,

and address themselves to the work of inducing

such changes in individual character as a high-

toned religious fervor and love demand. And

while she would on no account derogate from the

value of an effort likely to produce such changes

as the religious sentiments of the age declared to

be necessary in order to render one's future safe ,

she felt that there were spheres of life filled by

masses of men that needed the infusion of vital

Christianity ; and that this could not be done by

ministers. Society had so prescribed their orbit,

and had so peremptorily decided that they

ought not to enlarge it, nor get out of it, that it

was practically impossible for them to reach those

who lived out of their sphere ; and that therefore

another class of men must be educated to fulfill

the duty of Christianity to these suffering and

sinning groups.
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As, for instance," she said , " here are two

men who are litigious ; they are largely developed

in their propensities ; their moral sentiments dull ;

self- interest keen and quick, and as a consequence,

they are unscrupulous, and likely to be held in

check only by public opinion. Left to themselves,

they naturally seek to take advantage of each

other, and will do this wherever an opportunity is

presented . As a matter of course, they get into

a quarrel. Now, mere abstract morality will

never reach these men; high- sounding declara-

tions of God's abhorrence of selfishness make no

impression upon them ; for the church and its

warnings they care nothing . The minister they

regard as totally unfit to be a mediator or a judge
between them, for he has never been educated to

understand the relations out of which their differ-

ences have sprung And any statement of Chris-

tian rule, or any attempt to apply Christian prin-

Gospel, in the circumstances in which he is placed

ciple to the cause in hand, by a minister of the

by society, and with his educational unfitness to

discern the point of right, would have no more

effect on these two men than whistling against

the east wind."

Penelope insisted , therefore, that young men

who are Christians, and who, like Gerrit , have

large practical knowledge, instead of carrying

their Christian grace and spirituality into the

theological circle, and educating themselves to
preach God's truth, should take it up reverently

and wrap it about the more widely and extended

responsibilities of common life, and make it their

guide in determining the duties and obligations

which rest upon the individual members of society

in all their varied relations and aspects .

She felt the day fast approaching when the in-

fluence of the ministry in this country would be

very much diminished, unless its sphere of ac-

tivity was greatly enlarged ; that the pulpit,

which had hitherto been the great expounder of

God's will to man, would cease to occupy this

very high and responsible place of trust, and

would give way as a matter of absolute necessity

to the PRESS, whose means and methods of action

more commensurate with the wants of the

She could think therefore of no public posi-

tion involving so great opportunity for wide and

extensive usefulness as that of an editor. She

was sure that in twenty-five years the press

would sap and mine the pulpit in the public esti-

mation, unless the ministers and the people to-

gether should wake up to their actual condition,

and make over the men of the present day who

preach the Gospel into newer forms, and after an

improved model.

are

age.

Ministers henceforth will have to be men of

varied knowledge, and a rare understanding of

human nature in all its phases, so as to be able

to address themselves to mankind from the place

which they occupy, and not from the pulpit which

the minister occupies. And as society is not yet

prepared for this change of posture in its eccle-

siastical polity, she preferred that Gerrit should not

place himself where in large measure his power of

oing good would be rendered entirely nugatory.

She did not think that Gerrit was particularly

well-fitted to be an editor ; his mind ran in a

channel not greatly divergent from that in which

the greatest editorial capacity flows ; but it was

not exactly parallel to it, and therefore, while he

was not fitted by scarcely any quality of his

nature to be a minister, and was not in the highest

degree fitted to be an editor, he was fitted to take

the middle position, and acquire high renown, a

wide reputation, and very extensive influence as

a lawyer.

She knew that he would not succeed as a

minister.

She felt as if his success as an editor would be

doubtful.

She was certain that he would succeed as a

lawyer .

poin
t

And if she might be permitted to state why he

would not succeed as a minister, and why he

would succeed as a lawyer, from her own point

of impression, she would say that she judged him

in the light of her relations to him. She had

thought of this matter a great deal ; and while

she had not felt any sentiment of pleasure at the

prospect of listening to him from the sacred desk,

she had always found that the simple thought of

seeing him at the bar, defending the right and

putting down the wrong, woke up her whole

nature to a glow, and prompted her to feel that

she could furnish him large stores of strength,

courage, and faith in his duties as a lawyer.

She was so energetic and so prophetic about it,

that her father and mother were silenced ; and

Gerrit, who had no special reason for wishing to

be a minister rather than a lawyer, except the

vague idea that he might do good , was led , under

her strong expostulations, to yield the point ; and

it was decided that he should immediately enter

upon his duties as a law-student in his father's

office, where he should spend a year, and then
leave him and finish his studies with one of the

most distinguished members of the bar in the

State where he resided, and return to become his

father's partner.
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" To the days of the aged it addeth length,

To the might of the strong it addeth strength.

It freshens the heart, it brightens the sight ,

'Tis like quaffing a goblet of morning light."

TOPICS OF THE MONTH.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

WHO ARE THE HEALTH TEACHERS ?-For

a period of about three thousand years

there has been a medical profession to

whom all the world has looked up to as the

recognized teachers of the laws of life and

conservators of the public health. This med-

ical profession has always professed to be

in possession of a true science of medicine,

whose principles, applied to the various cir-

cumstances of disease, constituted the proper

healing art. Through many centuries its

ranks have been honored and distinguished

by men of exalted character,extensive learn-

ing, great experience, untiring industry, and

unquestionable benevolence and honesty.

Its schools have been numerous all over the

civilized world, and richly endowed with

libraries, museums, and laboratories, and

its hospitals and clinics have afforded am-

ple opportunities for practical instruction

for the diagnostication of diseases and the

administration of remedies.

Yet what has the world been profited by

all this ? How much better informed are

the people in relation to the laws and con-

ditions of life and health, so far as this

medical profession is concerned, than it was

three thousand years ago ? And why is it

that the veriest charlatan, the acknowledged

ignoramus, and the most consummate quack,

in this enlightened age, is allowed to com-

pete, successfully, with the educated physi-

cian, for the public confidence and patron-

age ?

These are grave questions. Who can

answer them ? Perhaps a reference to a

few ofthe authorities will suggest the solu-

tion to these problems .

Said the late John Abernethy, M.D. , of

London, familiarly known as " Dr. Aber-

nethy the Good," because of his sterling

honesty and true philanthropy-in a lecture

to a medical class : " There has been a

great increase. of medical men of late, but,

upon my life, diseases have increased in

proportion."

Said the eminent Dr. Lugol, of Paris :

"We are following an erroneous course in

our investigations, and must resort to new

modes if we would be more successful."

could be extended indefinitely, it seems

pretty conclusive that the regular medical

profession has as yet done nothing in the

way of leading the people into better

fashions and more healthful habits. It has

always been contented to let the people go

on in their violations of the laws of life and

health, and then, when disease, which is the

inevitable penalty of transgression, occurs,

dose and drug at the penalty.

Said Dr. Evans, Fellow of the Royal

College, London : " The medical practice

of our day is, at the least, a most uncertain

and unsatisfactory system ; it has neither

philosophy nor common sense to commend It is impossible for drug doctors to be

it to confidence." health teachers. Their whole system is in

Said Professor Gregory, of the Edin- violation of every law of the vital organism .

burgh Medical College, to his medical class : Every dose of poison is an outrage against

Gentlemen, ninety-nine out of every hun- nature, and a war on the human constitu-

dred medical facts are medical lies ; and tion . The false and absurd dogmas of the

medical doctrines are, for the most part,medical doctrines are, for the most part, drug system never did, and never can do

stark, staring nonsense." any for the people, except to mislead them.
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Said the famous English surgeon, Sir

Astley Cooper : " The science of medicineAstley Cooper : " The science of medicine

is founded on conjecture and improved by

murder."

Said John Mason Good, M.D. , F.R.S.,

the most accomplished medical scholar and

author of modern times : "The science of

medicine is a barbarous jargon, and the ef-

fects of our medicines on the humam sys-

tem in the highest degree uncertain ; ex-

cept, indeed, that they have destroyed more

lives than war, pestilence, and famine com-

bined."

Says Professor A. H. Stevens, M.D., of

the New York College of Physicians and

Surgeons : " The older physicians grow, the"The older physicians grow, the

more skeptical they become of the virtues

of medicine, and the more are they disposed

to trust to the powers of nature."

Says Professor E. R. Peaslee, M D. , of

the New York Medical College : " The ad-

ministration of powerful medicine is the

most fruitful cause of derangements of the

digestion."

Says Professor E. H. Davis, M.D. , of

the same college : " The modus operandi

of medicines is still a very obscure subject.

We know they operate, but exactly how

they operate, is entirely unknown."

Says Professor S. D. Gross, of the Jeffer-

son Medical College, Philadelphia : " Ofthe

essence of disease very little is known ; in-

deed, nothing at all ."

Says Profes
sor

Paine, of the New York

Univer
sity

Medica
l

School, and author of

" Institu
tes

of Medic
ine"-a work of ac-

knowl
edged

schola
rship

: " Remed
ial

agents

act on the syste
m

in the same way as do

the remot
e

causes of diseas
e

. They cure

one diseas
e
by produc

ing
anothe

r
."

From these ample testimonials, which

The hygienic writers and practitioners are

the true and the only health teachers .

And we have abundant evidence that they

have done more, in the last dozen years, to

teach the people the essential nature of dis-

ease, the real action of remedial agents, and

the absolute conditions of health, than the

regular medical profession has done in three

thousand years. Thousands, yes, tens of

thousands, of families in the United States

have learned of them to preserve their

health, as a general rule, and to find a re-

storation to health in the use of simple hy-

gienic means, always at their command, in

the exceptional cases. They have learned,

in this way, to discard drugs and to patron-

ize no doctors. And we claim, in conclu-

sion, that the WATER-CURE JOURNAL alone

has done more to reform the unphysiologi-

cal habits of the people, and check the de-

teriorating tendency of the human race,

than all the medical journals of all the drug

medical schools have done since the days

of Adam and Eve.

HEROIC BATHING.-We are not advo-

cates for what is called " heroic treatment,"

even in the hydropathic way. We have

known persons do themselves injury by

cold bathing. Impressed with the idea that

our system was a " cold water-cure," and

that the virtue of the water was in the cold

of it, and hence, that the more cold bathing

the better, and the colder the water the

more potent its virtue, they have nearly

chilled themselves to death for weeks, or

months, or years, before they have discov-

ered their error.

Humanity is by nature tough, and many

persons can endure an immense amount of

exposure and not be seriously damaged,

but their heroic examples, if imitated by the
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is the warmth that summer clothing would suffice

low zero, or 470 below the freezing - point. I usu-
for covering. The coldest morning it was 150 be-

ally run a couple of miles, use flesh brush and

towels, sometimes stand in the snow, frequently

dry myself in snow storms and cold N. E. winds.

AI take for beverage no coffee, tea , or spirituous

drinks ; nor do I use tobacco. I never feel cold

after leaving the water ; never suffer from cold ;

never have coughs ; I never had disease of any

kind; no aches ; no pains. My bathing time is by

weak and feeble, would be attended with

dangerous consequences. Cold bathing,

daily, under proper regulations, is one of

the best preventives of disease known.

But it is possible to use water too cold.

paragraph has been going the rounds ofthe

papers lately, stating that a Dr. Smith, of

Newburyport, Mass . , has practiced bathing

all winter in the sea, entirely unprotected

from wind and weather, not only without

injury, but with benefit. We have known

of others who performed the same feats, ap-

parently with advantage to their health.

Dr. Smith's account of his bathing and other

habits are so interesting, and his remarks

so judicious, that we give them entire :

WINTER BATHING.

Gentlemen-Your remarks on my bathing, in

your issue of the 18th instant, has caused so many

inquiries from physicians, physiologists, and those

interested in hydropathic institutes, and hygiene

generally, that I wish to reply through the col-

umns ofthe Herald, by which they originated.

I have bathed, by sponge, or shower, or plunge,

for these twenty years-for nine years last past

in the river or open sea. As to the utility of

bathing I will cite a few facts. While a student

for someyears at Oberlin College, and surrounded

by hundreds of young men, I found those who

bathed regularly enjoyed better health than those

who did not. I was for some years atthe " Graham

House" in New York. A portion of the boarders

bathed, and among others, Hon. Horace Greely,

who on one occasion observed to me, that those

who reduced bathing to a system rarely suffered

from colds or other sickness, the cold water and

good habits of those who bathe on principle keep-

ing them well. As a laborer at the missionary

grounds, the " Five Points," and officiating as

chaplain in one of the hospitals, I have waited on

the sick and those dying of almost every disease,

but suffered no injury. Thrice have I served as

surgeon of ships with an aggregate of six hundred

souls, with cholera , ship and shore patients on

board, and once as master, with my first and

second officers both ill at the same time, one with

small-pox ; but never have I seen those who system-

atically bathed suffer from disease.

In Australia, during one of the coldest winters

ever experienced in Tasmania, after running a

mile, I threwmyself every morning before sunrise

into the sea, when fresh water was frozen (salt

water requires two degrees more cold to freeze) .

Out of seventy-one gentlemen, most ofthem Eng-

lish, only one of them went with me through the

winter : this was Captain Powers, of the English

army, brother of the celebrated Lady Blessington.

He was never ill, neither were the others who

bathed, but most persons suffered with the prevail-

ing distemper, influenza, which was very fatal. I

have bathed winter and summer since I bathed

off Cape Horn on my passage home, when water

froze on the deck-I have bathed in the Gulf of

Mexico and in the waters of Lake Superior-in

the Atlantic and Pacific oceans-in the Mississippi

River and Passamaquoddy Bay-in the Sacra-

mentoand the DerwentofAustralia-in the British

Channel and in the river Thames.

This is the fourth winter I have bathed in the

river or sea since my return to the United States.

or before sunrise .

Cold baths should not be used at all times. I

know of but one rule or guidance. Should reac-

tion occur after bathing, it is a safe practice- not

otherwise. No man can judge for another-every

plunge or shower, a warm glow is diffused over

one for himself. If immediately after the shock,

the body, it is beneficial . A rent in one's coat, a

fracture of a boot, damp feet, or a current of air,

is often more dangerous , nay, deadly fatal, than

the entire submersion of the body in congealing

water, or its exposure to freezing air. More risks

are daily incurred by ladies with unprotected feet

in one day than in a winter's bathing.

actually increase the liability to mistakes.

We do not see the force of Dr. Calhoun's

logic, nor the advantage of the remedy he

proposes, viz. , better educated druggists.

We think the error often lies in the adulte-

ration of the drugs. Said Professor E. S.

Carr, M.D. , of the New York Medical

School, in a lecture to the medical class,

not long since :

All drugs are more or less'adulterated ; and as

not more than one physician in one hundred has

sufficient knowledge in chemistry to detect im-

purities, the physician seldom knows just how

much of a remedy he is prescribing.

If this statement be true-and we have

it on good authority-that there are no

pure medicines in market, all persons who

swallow the prescription of the drug doctor

must take their chance to be cured or kill-Again, never bathe when fatigued. Exercise or

circulate the blood by friction. Never feel timid
if there is reaction. Wipe dry. Should one goed, as may suit the convenience or profit of

shivering to his bath " like agalley slave scourged the adulterating druggist. We think the

to his dungeon," he soon would wrap around him

the drapery of death through very fear. There
true remedy will be found in the better

are some who should bathe ; and if there is not way,

vitality enough in their indolent blood to react,

they should rub themselves with a flesh brush, or,

as they do in Constantinople, thrash themselves

with a rod until the sluggish fluid rushes back to

the surface from which it has retreated. Jeffer-

son said cold-water bathing every morning pro-

longed his life ten years. John Q. Adams daily

bathed, so did Benton and many others.

cles

I write this under the inspiration of a run and

swim among the " cakes," after removing the ici-

cles from my hair and whiskers. I have now

bathed the entire winter, and have increased ten

pounds in flesh since autumn.

I do not say these things vauntingly, for I know

not how soon I may be called upon to suffer ; but

in a spirit of thankfulness to Almighty God that I

have not had an hour's illness of body for many

years. And I attribute my almost perfect im-

munity from these in all parts of the world to the

use of cold water and the superintending care of

Providence so graciously extended in every hour

of need. MAYO G. SMITH .

which dispenses with drugs altogether.

PITTING IN SMALL-POX.-This subject

has again got into the newspapers, and

they are publishing the preventives which

are recommended in some of the medical

journals. One of the latest of these is the

application of nitrate of silver. A writer in

the Medical Times and Gazette says:

In regard to this subject, if the eruption be

distinct, the solid stick of nitrate of silver should

be applied to the pustule, previously moistened

with a little water. Ifconfluent, the concentrated

solution of eight scruples to an ounce of distilled

water must be applied over the whole surface ; if

necessary to apply it to the scalp, the hair should

be previously removed. The application should

be used on the second or third day of the erup-

tion. A case of confluent small-pox is related,

where no punctures were made, in which the

DRUGGISTS ' MISTAKES.-Hardly a day strong solution was applied to the whole of the

face and ears ; the pustules were immediately ar-

passes that we do not read of the sudden rested, and in nine days the eschar had come away

death of some person, in consequence of the
of the from the face without leaving pits. Another

writer recommends applying a solution of the

wrong medicine being put up at the apothe- nitrate of silver, of the strength of one drachm to

cary shop. This subject is beginning to

attract the public attention. Governor

Newell, of New Jersey, in his late message

to the Legislature, regards the evil to have

attained that magnitude which requires

He says :legislative interference.

It too often happens that valuable lives are

sacrificed by the ignorance or carelessness of

apothecaries in compounding medical prescrip-

tions, and the same occasionally results from an

inexcusable haste in writing recipes. These evils

may be prevented in the future, in this State, by

requiring all apothecaries, under penalty, to affix

to each receptacle, in a distinct style, the English,

as well as the officinal name of the medicine it con-

I have run five miles, divested myself of clothing, tains, and by obliging physicians to write their

dashed into the river, swam amid the ice cakes, prescriptions in full, instead of using the abbrevi-

then dressed and ran two miles home. I have ations and characters now in use.

dived into the stream from the end of a pier seven

to fifteen feet into the channel, whose rapid cur-

rent and tidal motion ordinarily prevented freez-

ing ; or, if frozen, I have cut the ice, and at no
time this or the preceding winter have I been

sheltered by house or shed ; but after a bath, such

Dr. J. P. Calhoun, of Rahway, N. J.,

through the Philadelphia Medical and Sur-

gical Reporter, argues that the Governor's

plan would not only be useless, but would

an ounce of water, all over the face for ten days

or a fortnight, commencing a few days after the

eruption makes its appearance ; and if there be

intense inflammatory action about the head, it

may be applied over the scalp, and also to the

mouth and fauces.

We regard this practice as exceedingly

dangerous. It is becoming a common

fashion with physicians to apply caustic

solutions to almost all forms of cutaneous

eruptions, especially erysipelas and small-

pox . The result is, the eruption is repelled

from the surface ; the morbid matter is not

all thrown out of the system, and of course

remains as a deadly viris in the internal

organs. We regard water and flour as the

only proper applications to the surface in

all cases of eruptive fevers. We have treat-

ed several cases of small- pox hydropathi-

cally, and in no case was there any pitting
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at all. In a very bad case the application

of flour would prevent the contact of the

the external air with the open ulcer, and

would not arrest nor prevent depuration';

hence it is safe, and quite as effectual in

preventing pitting as any caustic can be-

even more so.

GAS A PREVENTIVE OF SMALL-POX.-A

one on some single question- the nature ofone on some single question-the nature of
disease, and the modus operandi oeding, by noon every article of goldenjewelry about

late number of the St. John's Morning sand dollars if he would do this.

News has the following :

A gentleman of intelligence and observation in-

forms us, from all the information he can obtain

from medical men, now having many cases of

small- pox under treatment, that there is no house

in the city where gas is burned , of the ordinary

consumption, in which the disease has yet found

lodgment. The gas, it is supposed, is a powerful

disinfectant, and hence there is no contagion with-

in the circle ofits influence . He says that a per-

son burning gas may contract the disease abroad

and take it home with him, but it will not be

communicated to any other member of his family.

The subject is worth investigating. That

the burning of gas may be, to a certain ex-

tent, a protection against small-pox, we are

inclined to believe ; but we have had cases

to treat in houses in this city where gas is

burned, so that we are quite sure the

ventive is not infallible.

pre-

HYDROPATHY IN SCOTLAND . -We learn,

from a Scottish paper, that a hydropathic

conversazione-a social meeting of persons

friendly to the hygienic system of cure

was held lately in the saloon of Johnston's

Temperance Hotel , Waterloo Place, Edin-

burgh.

others : After drinking two tumblers in the morn-

your person will be completely blackened by the

sulphurous evaporations through the skin and the

thickest clothing. There is no doubt of the sana-

tory character of these waters .

It is almost time that common sense

was applied to the subjects of victuals,

drink, and medicine. On all other subjects

that can be named, our people are eminent-

cine. But even these would not stick to

the argument long, nor would a soul of

them stick to the point in issue . No one

has, as yet, ever offered to discuss with us

the principles and philosophy, the merits

and demerits, of our respective systems .

Years ago we offered an opponent one thou- ly practical and common-sensical. But on

We re-

these subjects they seem to be pre-eminent-

new this offer again at this time. He shall ly foolish and nonsensical . Every dirty
shallly

be a teacher and practitioner of the drug puddle of water, impregnated with earthy,

system, and a professor in some regular alkaline, or mineral impurities, totally un-

medical school, and the discussion shall be fitting it for cooking, washing, or even me-

continued until all the points in issue pre- chanical purposes, is regarded as a whole-

sented by one side are replied to bythe other.

And the discussion shall be published in the

WATER- CURE JOURNAL, in at least one Al-

lopathic medical journal, and in as many

newspapers and periodicals as are disposed

to publish it. We are willing to give this

sum for the privilege of letting the public

know what the best medical talent of our

country can say against the system we ad-

vocate.

If they do not accept this very liberal

assistance of one or two hundred graduates

proposition now, we shall soon, with the

of the New York Hygeio-Therapeutic Col-

lege, discuss both sides of the questions be-

fore audiences of the people, and ask no

favors of the doctors. The questions in is-

sue between our systems must be met, and

that soon. Drug-medication is either right

or wrong. Hygienic medication is either

right or wrong. If one system is right in

principle, the other is wrong in principle .
Hydropathic Establishment, Aberdeen ; Rev. Mr.

Cox, Rev. Mr. Inglis, Mr. Davidson Nicol , Edin- The people will soon demand to have the

burgh ; Dr. Lawrie, Edinburgh ; Mr. Robert Simp- truth or falsity of these propositions shown,

son, Glasgow ; Professor Dempster, America ; Mr.

Thomas Knox; Mr. Samuel ; Mr. John Marshall, and then they will be shown.

advocate ; Mr. Thomas Macfarlan ; Mr. James

Middlemas , merchant ; Mr. Mitchell, Carmichael ;

Mr. Patrick Wilson ; Mr. George Lawson, Newing-

The saloon was handsomely decorated, and the

conversazione was attended by above two hundred

ladies and gentlemen, among whom were the fol-

lowing : Rev. Alexander Monro, of the Lochhead

some beverage and a restorative medicine.

People ought to know, and we will take

this opportunity to inform them, that any

water which will blacken their skins, or dis-

color the jewelry in their pockets, is not fit

to take into the human stomach for any

purpose
whatever .

ANOTHER HEALTH CONVENTION IN NEW

YORK.-Arrangements are now making to

hold a second Health Convention in this

city during the anniversary season in May

next. We can not nowdesignate the place,

nor the day on which it will commence,

but it will be about the middle of the month,

probably the 15th. We hope to see many

of our friends from different and distant

that occasion.
parts of the country on

Those who do not see any further notice of

our Convention before coming to the city,

can learn all particulars by calling at the

Hygienic Institute, 15 Laight Street, or on
Messrs. Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway.

Dr. J. C. Jackson and Dr. Harriet N.

Austin, of Dansville ; Dr. Trall and Mrs.

Dr. Page, of the Hygeio-Therapeutic Col-

SANITARY SULPHUR.-The Dupont Com- lege, will be among the speakers. A

ton ; Mr. Charles W. Anderson, Leith ; Messrs. pany in Louisville, Ky. , in order to get a number of other speakers will be invited,

Scott & Low ; Messrs. William, Thomas , and Ben- supply of water for their extensive paper and some of them, no doubt, will be pres-

jamin Cowan, Blacket Place ; Mr. Urquhart, Rae-
burn Place, etc. Mr. Davidson Nicol presided. mills, sunk an artesian well to the depth of sent, but we are not authorized as yet to

Dr. Monro gave some general instructions on hy- 2,086 feet, when they struck a vein of high- announce their names.

dropathic treatment, and gave numerous illustra-

tions of the value and efficacy of what he termed ly sulphurous water, which threw a jet of

the golden rule in the application of the water- three inches in diameter forty or fifty feetor fifty feet

cure "Never to apply a bath or other process

that caused distress to a patient, especially if that in the air, and discharged two hundred andin the air, and discharged two hundred and

patient was a child ." thirty gallons per minute. But being very

impure, and hence unfit for paper-making

it is proposed to use the waters

for bathing and drinking. A correspondent

of the Winona (Minnesota) Republican

says :

MEDICAL DISCUSSIONS .- We have been

trying for ten whole years, as some of our

readers know, to get into a discussion with

some eminent and accredited teacher and

practitioner of drug-medication, but with-

out success. We have invited, challenged,

dared, defied, provoked, coaxed, entreated ,

and importuned in vain. We have, indeed ,

succeeded occasionally in drawing out some

purposes,

THE JOURNAL ESSENTIAL TO HOUSEKEEP-

ING.-H. B. , " a life-subscriber," writes us

from Arlington , Ill . " My two children

have had two attacks of fever, but being

more afraid of the doctors than of the dis-

ease, I went to work in earnest with water-

treatment, and the result was, in two days

after being taken down they were playing

about the house. A good Water-Cure phy-

sician would have all he could do in this

community." Here is a hint for whom it

result of their labors, and the company have been

The Duponts, of course, were delighted at the

offered ten thousand dollars per annum for ten

years' rent of the well and its contiguous baths.

You may form some idea of the strength of the

water fromthis fact, experienced by myself and journal, scattered over the country , would

may concern. A hundred thousand of this
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save a hundred thousand lives in less than

Are not these lives worth onefive years.

dollar each ? It would cost but fifty cents.

each to save them according to our club

rates.

To Correspondents .

Answers in this department are given by DR. TRALL .

SORE EYES --A. P. S. , Strongville, O. A dis-

eased liver is probablybly the reason that your eyes do not

get well. You eat too much and too many things. Be

very sparing in the quantity of food, and abstain entirely

from butter, milk, and molasses.

ITCH.-H. S. , Conshohock, Pa. Dr. Trall--A

disease of the skin is prevailing here to some extent,

which is contagious, called by some, " emigrant's itch." I

can not very well describe it, as it takes so many different

forms. One will have scabs and scales, and another car-

buncles and boils, while others will have merely " hives,"

like those caused by wood-ticks in summer. Our doctors

(regulars) do not seemto be acquainted with it. One said

it was not contagious, but that only proved his ignorance
in the matter. It seems to be much more difficult to cure

than 66 common itch."

In your " Encyclopedia" you say that cleansing the skin

is the main thing ; but some of the subjects of this disease

are those who have been in the habit of a daily bath, and

have not found even the " soap-sudsing" effectual to a

Please give us some advice in the next number of

the WATER-CURE JOURNAL (if not too late for the next) , if

curable by hydropathic means, without any poison to

"kill" it, and oblige subscribers and readers of the JOUR-

cure.

NAL.

The real scabies, the itch, which is caused by a para-

sitic animal which burrows under the skin, may be killed

by sulphur, turpentine, and various other poisons. We

have always succeeded by soap-sudsing, washing, and

scrubbing.

BRIGHT'S DISEASE. S. W. , Warrenville, Ill.

This affection consists in a degeneration or partial disor-

ganization of some portions of the structure of the kid-

neys, and is attended with and known by a secretion of

urine, which contains albumen ; hence it is sometimes

called albuminuria.

The patient requires a rigidly abstemious diet, with

tepid hip baths, and such attention to general bathing as

the condition of the system requires. We can not pre-

scribe special treatment without knowing the circum-

stances of the case.

VARICOCELE.-J. C. F. , Rising Sun, Ind.
We

can not tell what kind of a surgical operation is best for a

given case of varicocele without a particular description

ofthe case. In a majority of cases the ligature or caustic

is resorted to. There is no usual fee" among surgeons,

but each charges according to circumstances.

STIMULANTS FOR DEBILITY.--F. M. , Oneida .

As we have often stated in our writings, we do not pre-

scribe wine, flesh-food, beeftea, nor stimulating medi-

cines, foods, nor drinks of any kind, in cases of extreme

debility, nor in the " sinking stage" of fevers, nor in any

other cases whatsoever. Such cases are the very ones in

which we would be most careful to exclude everything of

a stimulating nature. Such patients want rest, not stimu-

lation.

Smith'sVEGETARIANISM .- J. F. , Westfield.

" Fruits and Farinacea," price $1 , is a good book to place

in the hands of all persons who desire to acquaint them-

selves with the testimony and facts in favor of an exclu-

sively vegetable diet.

CATARRH AND ULCERATED THROAT.--C . N. ,

Oshawa, C. W. I have what an M.D. calls the catarrh-

frequent colds in the head, and an ulcerated throat. On

the back ofthe palate the ulcers are small, and frequently

IPECAC EMETICS.-J. O. D. , Pawtucket.IPECAC D A {

friend of mine, who has had twelve settled fevers in the

course of thirty years, and many more incipient fevers, is

very confident that he has repeatedly broken up the fever

in its incipient stage by taking an emetic of ipecac. He

thinks it probable that there was an incidental injury to

the system, but is very confident that the medicine did

good for the time, by preventing a settled fever, in the

absence of better remedies. Please give us your opinion.

It is very true that a person may, in consequence of un-

wholesome food, get his stomach so foul that an emetic of

any kind will prevent a fever. But there are better ways

of inducing vomiting than by taking ipecac, or any other

poisonous drug. And besides, one day's fasting will

cleanse the stomach more effectually than all the emetics

in the world. The fact that your friend had so many at-

tacks offever is conclusive that he lives very unphysiolog-

ically. It is better to live right and have no necessity for

fevers or emetics.

VISITS TO THE COUNTRY.- A. M. , Boston. We

charge twenty dollars to visit a patient at a distance

which requires us to be absent from the city twenty-four

hours, and thirty dollars if absent two days.

CANKER IN THE MOUTH.-H. C. , West Point,

Io. My palate and pharynx are red with inflammation,

and my tongue and epiglottis are partially affected. I do

not use tobacco, coffee, tea, ardent spirits, nor meat.

What does this affection indicate, and what is your ad-
vice ?

Our advice is , that you tell us what you do eat, not what

you do not, and then we may be able to tell you what the

cause ofyour ailment is, and how to correct it.

ENLARGED LIVER.-P. C. G., Montrose, Pa.

Messrs. Fowler and Wells-I would like Dr. Trall's opin-

ion through the columns of the WATER-CURE JOURNAL, in

relation to the following case : The patient is nearly twen-

ty-seven years of age ; his height is five feet seven inches ;

weight from 150 to 160 lbs. ; temperament marked by N.

Sizer as follows : Vital, 6 to 5 ; Motive, 5 ; Mental, 6. He

is a farmer by occupation ; is anti tea, coffee, rum, and to-

bacco ; has not taken any medicine for about three years ;

eats pork sometimes. He is troubled with losing his

breath in his sleep, and it requires every effort which he

can make to regain it. I have Shew's work, but can find

nothing in it to describe his case. Will Dr. Trall please

tell the cause and preventive ?

The patient has congestion or enlargement of the liver,

probably owing to improper food or over-eating. But as

you do not tell us anything about his dietetic habits, but

merely mention some things which he does not do, we

can form no opinion of the causes ; nor can we indicate

the proper treatment without knowing more about his

personal habits, and also what diseases he has formerly

had, and what medicines he has taken.

CLINICAL LECTURES.-In answer to several

correspondents, wets, we offer to give a clinical lecture in any

place within one day's ride of New York for $25 and trav-

eling expenses. We will meet in a public audience as

will come together, examine and ex-many invalids as will

plain their cases, and prescribe the hygienic plan oftreat-
ment. We should like to see all the invalids of the place

together, and all the doctors of the place with them. We

must have one month's notice, and the privilege of desig-

nating any day within one month after receiving the ap-
plication, on which we will attend.

Business Notices .

THE WATER CURE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON .

-In addition to the old established institutions now in

successful operation, there will be, in the early part of the

season, a number of new ones ready for the reception of

invalids which we may be able to notice in our next issue.

Of the existing establishments we may name, as the first

and oldest establishment in the United States, Dr. Trall's

"Hydropathic and Hygienic Institute," Nos. 13 and 15

Laight Street, New York. In the upper part of the city is

break. What is the cause, and what can I do to cure it ? e establishment of Dr. Taylor, corner of Sixth Avenue

I live on coarse food, a little meat once a day, and no

pork. My hands trouble me very much by sweating.
When in a temperately heated room, the sweat will run

off in drops, as I work in an office, writing. There is

something wrong, and I should like to knowhowto cure it.

The principal " wrong" is a diseased state of the liver ;

it is in a state of congestion. Restrict the diet to unleav-

ened bread and fruits, with a moderate proportion ofveg-

etables. Be sparing in quantity, and avoid condiments.

Take the wet- sheet pack once or twice a week, and a

sponge and sitz bath daily.

and Thirty-eighth Street.

In Brooklyn, Dr. Adams receives patients at 63 and 65

Columbia Street ; and in Williamsburg, Drs. Lines keeps

an establishment, on the corner of South Fourth and

Second streets .

The most extensive country establishment is Dr. Jack-

son's " Our Home," at Dansville, Livingston Co., N. Y.

This is also among the oldest in the country, for, although

it has been in operation but a single year in that place, it

is to be regarded as a continuation of the Glen Haven

Cure with a change of locality..

On the line of the Erie Railroad are the establishments

of Dr. Gleason, at Elmira, N. Y.; that of Dr. North, at

Binghamton, N. Y.; and that of Dr. Thayer, also of

Binghamton, N. Y.

In the interior ofthe State, in a beautiful and salubrious

locality, is the " Fish Lake Water-Cure," of Drs . McCune,

at Delhi, Delaware County. In Western New York is

that of Dr. Green at Castile, Wyoming County. In the

southwestern portion ofthe State is Dr. Burdick's Cure, at

Alfred, Allegany County, and, in the northwestern part is

Dr. Foster's establishment at Clifton Springs. Near Utica,

N. Y. , is Dr. Holland's New Graefenburg Water-Cure.

Those who prefer the northern regions, will find accom-

modations at Northampton and Worcester, Mass ; Brattle-

boro' , Vt.; and Hill , N. H.

In the immediate vicinity of Northampton are the estab-

lishments of Dr. Munde at Bentonville, Dr. Halstead at

Round Hill, and Dr. Dennison near Round Hill. At

Brattleboro', Dr. Blackall is fitting up a new house, and

one of the original establishments is, we learn, to be con-

tinued.

The Worcester Water-Cure is still under the charge of

Dr. Seth Rogers, and the " Granite State Water-Cure" at

Hill , N. H., is under the care of W. T. Vail, M.D.

To the Eastern Water- Cures must be added that of r

Phillips, at New Haven, Conn.

S.

9

In the Western States we notice the extensive establish-

ment of Dr. Seelye, at Cleveland, Ohio ; the Granville, O.

Water-Cure, by Dr. Bancroft ; Dr. Kingsbury's establish-

ment at St. Charles, Ill ; Drs. Nevins and Kenyon's estab-

lishment at Peoria, Ill .

South ofus, is the Philadelphia Water-Cure, at 729 South

Tenth Street ; Dr. A. Smith's " Living Springs Water.

Cure," at Wernersville, Pa.; the establishment of Dr. C.

Baelz, at Phillipsburg, Pa.; the Pittsburg Water-Cure, by

Drs. Frease ; Dr. Craig's establishment at Wilmington,

Del.; and Dr. Child's establishment at Winchester, Tenn.

We would like to publish in our next issue the address

of Water-Cure practitioners who do not keep establish-

ments, particularly the graduates of the Hygeio -Thera-

peutic College. Will all of them who see this notice, and

have a " local habitation and a name," favor us with their

address ?

A BEAUTIFUL WATER - CURE IN CHICAGO.-

One of the finest, most spacious, and every way the most

costly and elegant house designed for this purpose, has

been erected near the lake, in that great, growing, and

magnificent city. The owner is one of the most remark-

able men in America. He is as active, wide-awake, and

enterprising as he is reformatory and devoted in his views

and principles. His name and address is SOLOMON

STURGES, box 4,268, Chicago, Ill .

The physician as well as the manager of this-probably

the most extensive and costly establishment in the United

States-is yet to be chosen. We hope soon to be able to

announce the opening of this new Cure.

How To LIVE.-Mrs. George Washington Wyl-

lys says of this new book: " We had scarcely thought it

possible that so much solid, useful information could be in-

cluded within the course of an interestingly told tale.

There is not a solitary page that does not contain enough

to make it worth the whole price of the book to every

woman ; and ifthe girls will read it, instead of dish-water

poetry and sentimental romance, their husbands-when

they get 'em-will reap the benefit at every meal they

eat." (SEE ADVERTISEMENT. )

Agent for Canada.-GEORGE LONGMAN, 41 King Street

East, Toronto, has taken the Agency for our Books and

Journals, which he will supply at retail or in quantities.

Our friends in Canada will find it advantageous to avail

themselves of his services.

THE DAY OF. THE MONTH.-Every Inventor,

Mechanic, and Manufacturer should have a copy of our

excellent little " POCKET ALMANAC" at hand, to keep him

postedd in regard to matters pertaining to his interests.

And all good
C

WIVES AND MOTHERS should have the WATER-CURE

AND HEALTH ALMANAC FOR 1860" hanging in a convenient

place for frequent reference ; while all the

MEN-YOUNG AND OLD-will find a fund of rich mate-

rials for thought in the " PHRENOLOGICAL ALMANAC FOR

186." The price of each, prepaid by first mail, is only 6
cents, or twenty- five of one or all will be sent for $1 . Ad-

dress FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
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Advertisements .

ADVERTISEMENTS intended for this Journal, to

secure insertion, should be sent to the Publishers on or be-

fore the 10th of the month previous to the one in which

they are to appear. Announcements for the nextnumber

should be sent in at once.

TERMS.-Twenty-five cents a line each insertion .

IDEAS!! IDEAS!!!

OUR HOME .

NEW YORK HYGIENIC INSTI- in sentiment, action, policy, or practice , fronter-Cures, or

TUTE, Nos. 13 and 15 Laight Street.-THE SICK CURED
WITHOUT MEDICINE.-We have treated hundreds of cases

of the worst forms of ACUTE and CHRONIC DISEASE, many

of which had previously been pronounced incurable by

the best physicians of other medical schools, without giv-

ing a PARTICLE OF MEDICINE OF ANY DESCRIPTION. We be-

lieve the healing art to be a true SCIENCE, and when the

LAWS of that science are brought to bear upon the sick
they will get well by natural means. Our remedies em-

brace AIR, WATER, WHOLESOME FOOD, TEMPERATURE, ELEC-

TRICITY, the " Movement-Cure," CALISTHENICS, and GYM-

NASTIC exercises, with mental and social recreations

adapted to each particular case. We not only cure the

sick, but teach them how to keep wELL after they are
cured .

We invite the SICK, whatever may be the nature oftheir

disease, to come and see what we can do for them.

Our terms are from $7 to $12 a week for board and treat-

ment. Wetake boarders without treatment, and also give

treatment without "board. Transient board $ 1 per day.

R. FANCHER, Proprietor,

R. T. TRALL, M.D., Physician.

KINESIPATHIC INSTITUTE .

52 Morton Street, New York.

CHARLES H. SHEPARD, M.D.

At this establishment invalids can have the advantage of

Kinesipathy, or Swedish Movement-Cure, combined with

all necessary Water-Cure appliances.

DR. G. H. TAYLOR'S INSTITUTION,

No. 67West Thirty-eighth Street, New York.

All forms of chronic and acute disease treated by the

Water and Movement-Cure, and other means strictly

hygienic.

THE BROOKLYN

tf.

HEIGHTS

Water-Cure Establishment is located at

Columbia Street, Brooklyn , L. 1. Outside practice attended

to both in city and country. G. F. ADAMS, M.D.

THISELMIRA WATER-CURE.

Cure has been open seven years. For fourteen years its

physicians have devoted their best energies to the Hydro-
Our location elicits the admiration of all.

We have spared no pains to make our Hill-Side Hine a

desirable retreat for the invalids. Mrs. Gleasun devotes

her attentious to special diseases offemales. Our aim and
desire is to cure the sick who come to us for relief. Ad-

dress, S. O. GLEASON, M.D ; or
MRS . R. B. GLEASON, M.D. , Elmira, N. Y.

A CARD . THE BINGHAMTON

WATER-CURE exrels any similar establishment in this

country, as to the "HOME COMFORTS" to be enjoyed by

those taking treatment during the cold weather.
All curable diseases treated with a success which defies

competition.

Spermatorrhea of years' standing permanently cured in

a few weeks by a new mode of treatment. Prescriptions

sent (and th- method of treatmentfully explained) to any

part of the United States, on receipt of $5.

Address (inclose a stump) 0. V. THAYER, M.D. ,

Binghamton, Broome County, N. Y.

We wish the readers of the WATER-CURE JOURNAL dis-

tinctly to understand that, in conducting a Health Institu-
tion, we do it with entire submission to THE IDEAS Which

we hold on the subject of health. Intending that these

shall be in conformity with the laws of life which God has

established for the government ofhuman beings , we mean

to make our Institution, as far as possible, a complete and

thorough expositor of our principles. And we do not for

a moment take into account how far we shall be separated
who

carry on establishments which they call

from the great mass of our fellow-citizens, in respect to
modes and methods of life. Satisfied ourselves, from a

large and wide observation, that the art of healing as ad-

ministered by physicians generally, whether of the drug

school, or hydro-drug school, is the most transparent sham

that was ever sought to be palmed off on intelligent men

and women; by all that we hold sacred in self-respect, or

in the Divine law, or in humanity, we separate ourselves

from obedience to the dictates of mere expediency, or of

that policy which prompts to mere money-making. Hon-

orable as it is in any profession to obtain a competence-

earnest ourselves to insure such competence-in all this

matter of treating the sick we prefer, first, to be true to

our principles, and then seek success in our business
affairs.

Physician, who has been with us four years, and Dr. York,

a young gentleman of fine qualifications, as Bath Superin-

tendent and Medical Assistant, and by other helpers in the

various offices of THE CURE, who are of likefath with our-

selves, he can not fail to win fresh laurels in the depart-

ment where he is already so widely and favorably known.

Our cooking and baking will be under the management

of Mrs. Majesta Hubbs, daughter of Mrs.Hawke, assisted

by Mr. Orville Burlingham, brother-in-law of Dr. Austin,

both of whom are qualified by residence with us to keep

up the reputation which

OUR HOME

bas already acquired for furnishing to its guests the best of

dietetic arrangements of any health institution in the
world .

In fine, the Cure has principles of its own, a plan of its

own, and its own policy. Those who want to learn what

are our principles, should send for our tracts on Health,

each of which is richly worth what we askfor all ofthem,

and which already have been read to profit by more than

halfa million of persons. Also, let them send for

THE LAWS OF LIFE, published
a most uncompromising Health Journal, published

monthly, ofthe size of the WATER-CURE JOURNAL: single

copy, 75 cents ; or 6 copies for one year, $3 ; or single
numbers, 6 cents. It is edited by Dr. Austin, assisted

byDr. Jackson. See Publisher's advertisement in another

column. To learn what our pln is, send for our CIRCU-

LAR, which will tell all about us, and which will be sent for

a three-cent postage stamp to prepay postage. To know

what our policy is, come and see us, and learn how to live.

TRACTS.-We havethem written and published on the

following topics :

Let it be understood, then, distinctly, by the public, that
the Institution which we conduct is as different from insti-

tutions supposedtobesimilar to it, asthings exactly oppo- T

site in all their constituents can be. We are in earnest in

this matter of treating disease, and therefore for no con-

siderations can consent to go contrary to our principles in

any arrangements we make for the reception and accom-

modation of our guests ; while we will do everything we

possibly can for their comfort and happiness while with

us, yet nothing could induce us to subject a great and

noble cause, like this of Hygeio-Therapeutics, to the sus-

picion which must inevitably be awakened in all thought-

ful and considerate minds, when it is perverted to the uses

to which in large measure it has been subjected by persons

who have represented themselves as its true public expo-

nents.

Let us then state what are our peculiarities.

1. We use only water which is soft; holding hard water

as unfit to use.

2. We administer our treatment on entirely a different

plan from that of any other Water-Cure in the United
States.

3. We never give any medicines, of any kind , to any-

body, under any circumstances.

4. The preparation of our food is different from that of

any other Cure within our knowledge, and may form-as

it does in large measure- one reason why our guests pre-
fer our Institution.

5. The relations which the patients hold to the physi-

cians are different from those of other establishments.

6. The repose and quiet which patients should have, are

more thoroughly secured to them than in any other insti-
tution. so far as we know.

7. Women, who, in order to be well, must be relieved

slavery of Fashion, at least while under treat-
from the byles permitted and encouraged, though not re-

quired, to wear a style of dress which enables them to live

out of doors, and thus avail themselves of the best possible

hygienic advantages for speedy recovery ; and our Cure is

the oly Cure in the United States where this thing is so

arranged and brought to bear as to form one ofthe strong-

est therapeutic means for the successful treatment of
Female Diseases.

S. Our medical staff, in numbers and in experience, sur-
passes that of any other institution. First, we have Dr.

Jackson, who has treated more persons, and a larger
variety of diseases, than any other living man who has

never given any medicines. As most of the readers of

this JOURNAL know, Dr. Jackson's practice has been very

extensive ; and witnesses to his very extraordinary success

can be found in large numbers in every State and Terri-

tory ofthe Union. His reputation is as wide as the knowl-
ofWater-Cure.

Next, we have Miss Harriet N. Austin, M.D. , whose

reputation and success are rapidly coming to be known

DR. BEDORTHA'S WATER-CURE through our country, for the treatment not only of diseases

Establishment is at Saratoga Springs.

FISH LAKE WATER- CURE.

The location is decidedly beautiful, retired, and salu-

brious. Terms $5 to $8 per week. Address

W. S. McJUNE, M.D. , or MRS . O. F. McCUNE, M.D. ,

Delhi , N. Y. 1t

COLUMBIAN SPRINGSSPRINGS WATER

CURE is now open for the reception of patients and visit-

ors. Those wishing hotel fare can be accommodated.

T. H. CHRISTMAN, M.D. ,

Columbian Springs, Herkimer County, N. Y.4t.

NEW GRAEFENBERG WATER-

CURE. -Address R. HOLLAND, M.D , New Graefen-
berg, N. Y.

FARMERS AND THEIR WIVES,

Sons, and Daughters-all ought to see LIFE ILLUS-
TRATED. Only a Quarter for three months.

that are general to both sexes, but for the treatment of dis-

eases peculiar to her own sex, and whose highly original

mind and fine tact as editor of " THE LAWS OF LIFE"

have given her large rank already as one of the most

promising women of the present generation.

In addition, we bave Dr. F. Wilson Hurd, who has been

associated with us for nearly four years, and who has been
spending the past winter in New York. On bis return be

will be inaugurated as House Physician of OUR HOME.

To those who knowhim (and his friends are by thousands),

and have on many occasions witnessed his capacities as a
physician, and the tact with which he manages a Water-

Cure,this announcement will give unfeigned pleasure ; for it
will be a guarantee thatthe Institution will not suffer either

in skill, or for lack of those kindly attentions and healthful

regulations that enter so vitally into the curative treatment

of its guests. If there is one thing more needed than an-

other in a Water-Cure, it is such a man as Dr. Hurd has

already proved himself to be. Intelligent, courteous,
patient, having a large talent and a wide experience, with

a natural aptitude for the business to which he has hereto

fore sedulously devoted himself, he will enter upon his ex-

tende field of action with every possible qualification that
a young man can desire. Assisted, as he will be, on the

one hand, by Dr. Jackson and Dr Austin, and on the

other hand by Mrs. Emily Austin Hawke, Assistant House

1

No. 1- Scrofula .

2-Dyspepsia...

3-To the Young Men of the U. S.

4- Spermatorrhea.

5-Flesh as Food .....

6- Dress Reform..

7-Hints on the Reproductive System...

8-How to rear Beautiful Children (a

private circular)

9-Christianity and the Health Reforma-
tion ...

price 3 cents.
66 6 66

66 6 66

6 66

66 6 66

66 6 66

" 15
66

50 66

" 6
66

10-Female Diseases and the Caustic

Burners ... ..... gratis, on paying postage.

11. Hygiene and the Gospel Ministry.... price 6 cents.

They will send one or more ofthem for their prices, and

pay the postage themselves, or they will pay the postage

and sendthe whole nicely wrapped up and carefully mailed
or one dollar.

ROUTE.-Comefrom the East on the New York and Erie

Railroad to Corning, hence by Buffalo and Corning Rail-

roadto Wayland ; orfromthe EastontheNewYork Central

Railroad to Rochester, thence on the Genesee Valley Rail-
road to Wayland ; or from the West to Buffalo, thence on

the " Buffalo, New York, and Erie" Railroad to Wayland,

and so to " OUR HOME" by coach.

All letters asking for Tracts, Specimen Copies of " THи

LAWS OF LIFE," Circulars, medical advice, or for admis-

sion into the Cure, should be addressed either to Dr. JACK-

SON, or Miss HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D., Dansville, Liv-

ingston County, N. Y., and they will receive prompt
attention.

Hydropathic practitioners, and physicians of other

schools, as well as Health-Reformers and persons who

want to learn how to live, would find it interesting and in-
structive to visit " OUR HOME," and witness the manage-

ment of a great Health Hospital on strictly hygienic

methods. They would come to think as thousands already

had, that Nature is quite as great

As are doctors who give poisons.

NATURE'S CURE. THIS ESTAB-

LISHMENT is situated at PETERSBURG, Rensselaer Co. ,

N. Y. The sick cured and taught how to keep well. We

believe that when the laws of nature are brought to bear

upon the sick, they will get well by natural means, with-

out giving a particle of medicine of any description . We
invite all that desire health to come and see what we can

do for them.

Our terms are from $2 to $3 a week for board, from $3

to $7 for board and treatment.

All that are able to do so will have the privilege of

defraying their expenses by manual labor. Address

11* DR. D. H. MAXSON.

PHILADELPHIA MODEL WATER

CURE AND HYGIENIC INSTITUTE, for the reception

of Patients and Boarders, is permanently located at No.

109 North Sixth Street, above Arch, half a square from the

splendid fountain and Franklin Park. Electricity in

various forms, Chemical Baths Dr. Landis' very im-

proved Electro-Vapor Bath, Movement-Cure, etc., are
administered when needed. Most speedy cures are made.

Especial attention given to female ills and Cancers. Send

four postage-stamps for Lecture by Dr. Landis, upon

" Who are the Quacks ?" Address

S. M. LANDIS, M.D. ,

No. 109 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia.phia.1t*

THE WILMINGTON WATER-

CURE. -This Institution is situated in the city of Wilming-

ton, Delaware, which for healthfulness of climate, softness

of water, and beauty of surrounding scenery can hardly
be surpassed in the United States. Address

6m J. D. CRAIG, M.D., Wilmington, Del.
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GRANITE STATE WATER-CURE.

We wish to say to the sick and afflicted, that we have

now devoted ten years of our life to the study and practice

of the Water-Cure, during which time we have had great

success in the treatment of chronic diseases, in a great

variety of its forms-asuccess better than we had any good

reason to anticipate, and which has given us great confi-

dence in the power and efficiency of the Hygeio-Thera-

peutic method ofmedical treatment. We honestly believe

that these ten years of experience and observation, and

practical warfare with the ravages of disease, have given

us a skill and a power of success worthy ofthe confidence

and trust ofthe sick, whether male or female, old or young ;

and to all such, especially to those who have long been suf-

ferers, we extend a cordial invitation to write us in relation

to their cases, and we will give them our opinion of their

prospects. We would speak words of cheer to desponding

hearts. We have succeeded every year in curing manyin

whomthe fountains of hope seemed well nigh dried up for-

ever, and whose friends had long before given them up in

despair. We have ascertained fromthe practical test, and

therefore we know, that seven out of every ten ofthe great

multitude of chronic sufferers can just as well be cured as

not, ifthe proper means only be applied ; and therefore we

know that thousands and tens of thousands of our poor fel-

low-mortals suffer, and agonize, and drag out a pitiable

existence, and miserably perish long before their appointed

time, without the least necessity in the wide world.

We sympathize with these ; especially with the younger

portion. It grieves us to the heart to see young men and

young women, all shattered in body, debili ated in mind,

and disqualified for the enjoyments and necessary disci-

pline of their time of life. We know just how to help

these. We have passed through that Quagmire of Error

and Slough of Despond ourselves, which is now envelop-

ing them with its untold horrors ; and we long to take

them bythe hand and conduct them safely to the shore,

and place their feet on dry ground.

Come, then, all ye sufferers from disease who are long-

ing to be cured. We offer you life. There is a wrong way

and a rightway. Nearly all of you have taken the wrong

way. You have dosed yourselves with poisons after hav-

ing violated the laws ofyour life in various ways, and pro-

duced disease. You have committed two wrongs, instead

of doing the one thing that was right. You must turn.

You must seek direction. You must persistently adhere to

the right till nature can recuperate her exhausted forces,

and you will be healed.

WILLOW GROVE WATER-CURE. HYDROPATHIC PHYSICIAN WANTED

-Atthis Institution all diseases are treated with success.

The Electro- Chemical Bath will be applied as by Prof.

Vergnes, together with Kinesipathy, or the Movement-

Cure. For variety and beauty of scenery, purity of atmos-

phere, accessibility of location, this Cure stands unsur-

passed. Connected with the Cure is a bowling-alley, halls

for music, lectures, and calisthenic exercises, ogether with

a gymnasium, where a great variety of exercises are regu-

larly and systematically pursued. Terms within the reach

of all. Address DRS. VINEY & CUTLER, Westboro',

Mass., for Circular, etc. 1t.*

PITTSBURG WATER- CURE.-

Has no superior. Located beautifully. Water soft and
abundant. In short, it is quite equal in all its arrang4-

mentsto any Cure in the United States. Don't fail to send

for Circular. Address

DRS. FREASE, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Loretto Hydropathic Institute Company will receive

applications from Physicians of that practice, to take

charge ofthe patients ofthe Institute, which opens onthe
15th day of June next. References will be required. Ad-
dress

F. H. GIBBONS, Jr., Sec'y, 144 Cathedral
Street, Baltimore, Md

LORETTO, CAMBRIA Co., PENN.

NEW

3t.

Anatomical and Physiological

By

PLATES.

R. T. TRALL, M.D. Price $12.

These plates were prepared expressly for lecturers and

teachers, as well as for students. They represent all of

the organs and principal structures of the human body in

situ, and of the size of life. Every family ought to have

a set, and every man, woman, and child ought to be fami-

WORCESTE
R
WATER-CURE.-DR. liar with the wonderful structures and functions which

they so admirably illustrate. There are six in the set, as
follows :ROGERS has returned from Europe and reassumed the

medical direction of this establishment.

Miss Elizabeth Clapp, who during the last nine years

has cared for the interests of the sick in this Institution, is

now assisted by her brother, Mr. Silas Clapp, in the super-

intendence of it.

There is no Establishment in this country better ar-

ranged for the application oftreatment at all seasons.

For Circulars, etc., address
tf S. ROGERS, M.D. , Worcester, Mass.

ILLINOIS WATER CURE.-BEAU-

tifully located at Peoria, Ill. Open Winter and Summer.

Electro-Chemical Baths used to eliminate mineral drugs

and all impurities from the system. Address,

DRS. NEVINS & KENYON.

GRANVILLE (O.) WATER-CURE.

-W. W. BANCROFT, Physician. Open summer and

winter. Especial attention paid to physical education, and

diseases of females. Terms $6 to $10 per week.

4t* W. S. LEWIS , Proprietor.

We invite you to our Institution, not because it is better

than any other in the land ! not because we are more skill-

ful than anybody else ! not because this is the only place

where you may expect to get healed ! We despise all such

nonsense, let it be put forth by whom it may; but we in-

vite you because we have labored earnestly and long into consult Dr. Kingsbury in every ailment (or accident)

the study and practice of the Water-Cure ; have striven to

organize and establish a Cure that should exactly meet the

wants and necessities ofthe sick ; and because we believe

we are thoroughly prepared to direct you in the way of

life, that you may secure to yourselves all the blessings of

your being. We are deeply grieved at the amount of sick-

ness and suffering in the world, and we honestly feel that

the mission of teaching and healing to which we havebeen

providentially appointed is a Divine one, inuring much

more to the happiness of the world than to our own per-
sonal profit.

Our Establishment is conducted on the simplest possible

plan ; no show, no pretense, no fashion with its abomin-

able observances to worry and fatigue the patient. The

simple business is to get well. Therefore the patient is

left perfectly free and at his ease at all times.

Now, reader, are you afflicted with any ofthe thousand-

and-one chronic (maladies of the day ? If so, we advise

you by all means to go to a Water-Cure, or to seek advice

from a good Water-Cure physician. If you will address

us, or come to us for treatment, we will take care that you

shall never regret it, but that you be forthwith put upon

the road that leads to the golden temple of health. We

will not drug you, nor dose you, nor poison you ; but will

seek to cleanse your system without delay of all its impuri-

ties, ofdrugs, medicines, and poisons of every description.

We will so renovate your system and discipline your un-

derstanding that you will never need another dose of drug
medicine while you live.

Patients wishing further information will address

W. T. VAIL, M.D., Hill, N. H.

NEW HAVEN WATER-CURE.-

This institution is located in the finest and healthiest portion

of the beautiful city of New Haven. The house has been

recently erected for the special purpose of making an at-

tractive and comfortable home, where invalids may resort

with the full assurance of being permanently relieved of

all curable diseases. The introduction of the most ap-

proved steam-heating apparatus enables us without danger

or annoyance to maintain the whole house at a summer

temperature the year round.
Mrs. P. has made female diseases a special study, and

had a large experience in their treatment. To those un-

acquainted with her professional attainments and tact in

managing obstinate cases, the best references will be given
if desired. Out door practice in city and country at-

tended to. J. P. PHILLIPS, M.D.,

MRS. E. A. PHILLIPS, M.D.

O. KINGSBURY, HYGEOPATHIC

PHYSICIAN, St. Charles, Kane County, Illinois, will at-

tend to all diseases peculiar to females. Ladies married

or single (especially married) will find it to their advantage

peculiar to the sex. No drugs given. All communica-
tions strictly confidential. 1+*

FROM HALSTED'S LATE TREATISE

on MOTORPATHY.-" Mrs. aged twenty-one, had

suffered from frequent attacks of diarrhea two years-had

become very much emaciated and debilitated- could sit

up but little. When she commenced treatment she had

from ten to twenty motions of the bowels in twenty-four

hours-stools loaded with bile of a dark color, sometimes

almost black and very fetid. She suffered much from

pain, and had no appetite-profuse leucorrhea was present,

probably caused by debility. Her improvement under

treatment was not rapid. She eventually not only re-

gained health, but increased her powers of endurance,

being able to take more exercise without fatigue than she
had before done since childhood."

This Treatise can be obtained on return of mail by in-

closing twenty-five cents to

H. HALSTED, M.D., Round Hill Water-Cure, North-

ampton, Mass.

THE LAWS OF LIFE.

The April number of this sterling Health Journal con-

tains a Lecture on BATHS and their USES, by J. C. JACK

SON, M.D., who, unquestionably, knows better than any

other man how they should be used. This number also

contains many other original articles, making it a choice

and rare combination of thought on the subject of Health.

Let our friends throughout the Union send for extra copies

to be placed in the hands oftheir neighbors. The price of

the paper is very low, and already it has won its way to a

commanding influence over the public mind, and its cir-

culation is rapidly increasing.

TERMS-75 cents a year ; three months on trial, 12 cents ;

single number, prepaid, 6 cents ; or spec mens free to those

who wish to aid in extending its circulation.

M. W. SIMMONS & CO.,

Dansville, N. Y.

To HYDROPATHISTS-FOR SALE.

-Atract of land , on railroad, thirteen miles from the city

of Philadelphia, containing an unusual large, never-failing
spring of pure soft water ; location high and healthy, and

surrounded by forest. A superior location for a Hydro-

pathic Institution. Terms accommodating. Apply to O.

CONRAD, No. 252 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia. 1t*
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LIVING SPRINGS WATER-CURE. H ."-Take an Agency for our Publications. The

-With ten years' experience in Water-Cure, we are en

abled to heal all diseases at this Establishment.

A. SMITH, M.D..

MRS. C. C. SMITH, M.D.WERNERSVILLE, PA,

OW TO DO GOOD AND GET PAID FOR

terms are such, there can be no possibility ofloss. EVERY

FAMILY will be glad to obtain some of them. For partic-

u'ars address FOWLER AND WELLS,

308 Broadway, New York.

The Heart and Lungs.-No. 1 presents a frontview

of the lungs, heart, stomach, liver, gall-bladder, larynx,

thymus, and parotid glands, common carotid arteries and

jugular vein ; also of the principal portions of the bowels,
and cawl or omentum. Colored as in Life.

Dissections.-No. 2 is a complete dissection of the

heart, exhibiting its valves and cavities, and the course of

the blood . The large arteries and veins of the heart, lungs,

and neck are displayed, with the windpipe and its bron-

chial ramifications ; also the liver with its gall-bladder and
ducts ; the pancreas ; the kidneys with their ureters and

blood-vessels ; the descending aorta, or large artery of the

chest and abdomen, with its branches into the right and

left iliac arteries ; the ascending vena cava, or great vein of

the abdomen and thorax ; the uterus and its appendages-

ovaries, fallopian tubes, round and broad ligaments, etc.

Nervous System.-No. 3. Side view of the brain,

heart, lungs, liver, bowels, uterus, and bladder. Also the

various subdivisions ofthe base ofthe brain, with the whole

length ofthe spinal cord, showing the origin of all the cere-

bro-spinal nerves. Very useful to physicians, phrenolo-

gists, teachers, lecturers, and others.

The Eye and the Ear.-No. 4. The anatomy ofthe

eye and ear, representing the arrangements of the minute

blood-vessels, nerves, and other structures concerned in the

functions of seeing and hearing. Beautifully colored.

Digestion.-No. 5. The alimentary canal complete

exhibiting the exact size, shape, and arrangements of the

structures especially concerned in digestion, viz. , the

mouth, throat, tongue, esophagus, stomach, small and large

intestines, with the liver, gall-bladder, and the biliary

ducts ; also the internal structure of the kidneys, and a
beautiful representation of the lacteal absorbents and

glands, thoracic duct, and their connections with the tho-

racic arteries and veins. Colored to represent Life.

Circulation-Skin.-No. 6. The lobes of the lungs

and cavities of the heart, valves, etc. , with the large vessels

ofthe circulation ; also a minute dissection of the structures

ofthe skin-the sebaceous follicles, sweat glands , etc.- ex-

hibiting the extent and importance of the great depurat-

ing function of the surface. The most natural and best

ever made.

Everylecturer, teacher, and physician should have a set,

Price for the whole set, beautifully colored and mounted,

$12. We do not sell single plates. Address,

FOWLER AND WELLS ,

308 Broadway, New York,

SYRINGES .

A LARGE ASSORTMENT CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

The following comprise the best

variety that has ever been manu-

factured :

PATENT ELASTIO SYRINGE No. 1.

-This Syringe has no rival in neat-

ness, efficiency, and portability. It

is furnished with the patent elastic

valves, fills through atmospheric

pressure, and is an admirable male

and female self-syringe. Adapted

also to children. The price of this

instrument is $2 50 ; or, sent by mail,

post-paid, for $3.

PATENT ELASTIC SYRINGE No. 2.-

This Syringe differs from the one just

described in having an extendedd

flexible tube, represented at A, by

which fluid may be drawn from a

pitcher or any other deep vessel. $2 50 ; or $8 post-paid.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 808 Broadway, New York.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT-READ THE

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1860. Only $ 1 a

year. Address FOWLER AND WELLS, 308 Broadway,

New York,
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A BOOK FOR BOTH SEXES.

Price 75 Cents.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE .

BY DR. WM. A. ALCOTT.

This is one of the most remarkable books which has been published in any country. In language simple, decorous ,

and respectful, and in terms of fatherly kindness, it reveals to the young of both sexes a fund of information hitherto

chiefly inaccessible in any reliable form, and for want of which many have been prompted to resort to sources either

questionable or of immoral tendency. The work is written by one of our oldest and most experienced medical men,

who has devoted a long life to the study of Physiology. The work was examined in manuscript by competent judges,

and pronounced to be as unexceptionable as any work which has appeared in the English language. It breathes,

moreover, a truly Christian spirit. The following, briefly, are its Contents :

Chapter 1.-The True Relation of the Sexes.

Chapter 2.-Premature Marriage and its Consequences.
Chapter 3.-Errors of Education .

Chapter 4.-Errors of Courtship.
Chapter 5.-Individual Transgression and its Penalties.

Chapter 6.- Social Errors and their Punishment.

Chapter 7.-Physical Laws of Marriage.

Chapter 8.-A Fundamental Error.

Chapter 9.-The Laws of Pregnancy.

Chapter 10.-Crime without a name.

. Chapter 11.-The Laws of Lactation.

Chapter 12.-A Crime that ought not to be named.

Chapter 13.- Directions to Parents and Guardians.

Chapter 14.- General Directions.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York.

SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE.

From the Home Journal, NEW YORK, Aug. 27, 1859.

Among the many apparent trifles continually being

brought to the surface from the ideal under-world of the

unknown, there are occasionally simple articles costing

but little in detail , but whose combined benefits, useful-

ness, and economy of time and money aggregate on the

basis of millions. Such an article is SPALDING'S PREPARED

GLUE. Its uses are innumerable, and as its cost is next to

nothing, the demand for it is universal. It is prepared

with chemicals, and used cold- requiring but little skill or

time for its application.

Manufactured by H. C. SPALDING & Co.,

48 Cedar Street, New York.

SWIFT'S PATENT HAND MILL.

Although this mill has but recently been brought to the

notice ofthe Water-Cure public, it has been in use a num-
ber of years. Without doubt, it combines the essential

qualities of Simplicity, Durability, and Efficiency in a
higher degree than any other mill yet offered . Every

consumer who wishes to know what he is using, should

have one. The price ofthe mill represented by the above

cut is $7, for which it will be sent by express or as freight
to any part of the Union or British Provinces. A smaller

size, without frame or balance wheel , will be boxed and

sent for $2 15. If desired for making flour for more than

one or two persons, the larger size should be ordered, but

for cracking grains. making rusk, etc. , for an ordinary

sized family, the smaller size will be adequate.

We have the exclusive agency for the sale ofthese Mills,
and all orders should be addressed to us at Dansville,

Livingston County, N. Y. Orders respectfully solicited.

Circulars sent on application.
M. W. SIMMONS & CO.

Inventors, Look to your Interests !!

How To GET A PATENT, OR THE

Inventor's Ins ructor, New edition. Now Ready. Price

only 6 cents. Send two three cent stamps for a copy, to

FOWLER AND WELLS, 208 Broadway, New York.

NO TRASH, OR FOOLISH NONSENSE,

ever appears in LIFE ILLUSTRATED. It is a first-

class, high- toned, lire family paper. 2 a year. On trial
3 months for 25 cents.

MUTUAL BENEFIT

BOOKS FOR THE SEASON.-NEW

editions of the following-named books now ready. No

Farmer, farmer's wife, farmer's boy, or farmer's girl should

be without them. They are everywhere commended, and

pronounced just the thing that is wanted :

THE HOUSE: A Pocket Manual of Rural Architec-

ture. It contains everything that any one will expect or

desire to find in such a work. Particular attention is
given to houses of low cost, such asthe great mass ofthe

people most want. Adapted to all sections. Price,
50 cents.

THE GARDEN : It tells how to cultivate everything

belonging to the garden. The chapter on the Flower-
Garden is just what the ladies want. Adapted to all
sections. Price, 50 cents.

THE FARM : Giving, in a concise, but clear and

simple manner, the fundamental principles of Agricul-
tural Science as well as practical directions for cultivat-

ing all the common field crops. Price, 50 cents.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS : A much needed and useful

book, which no one who has the charge of animals

should fail to peruse. Price, 50 cents.

The House-The Garden-The Farm-and

Domestic Animals, bound in one large, handsome

gilt Volume, sent prepaid by first mail, for $1 50 .

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY , A HAND-BOOK OF FRUIT-CULTURE : With

AGENCY, No. 11 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

This Company, since its organization in 1845, has

Paid for Losses by Death ..

Paid for Dividends declared .

And has an Accumulated Fund of.

$2,154,813 55

1,318,359 43

3,400,882 39

There are NO STOCKHOLDERS ; the funds belong to

the persons insured .

DIVIDENDS are declared annually to all who have

paid two or more life premiums.

The dividend declared January 1 , 1860, was FORTY-FIVE

PER CENT.

Dividends are paid to reduce the annual premiums.

NOTES are takenfor one-halfoflife premiums.

THE COMPANY HAS MORE ASSETS for its liabili-

ties than any other company in the United States.

Papers and instructions will he sent (gratis) upon ap-

plication to the undersigned Agents.

JOS. L. & J. P. LORD, AGENTS,

A GREAT WORK.

11 Wall Street.

HYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA :

ILLUSTRATED.

Descriptions ofmany ofthe best Varieties in the United

States. Ninety engravings. Price, 50 cents.

Address FOWLER AND WELLS ,

308 Broadway, New York.

FOR THE DEAF.-HASLAM'S

Artificial Ears. Entirely concealed when worn.
trouble or necessity to hold them to the ears.
round the head. Can be worn in the house, street, church,

theater, or anywhere. Hat or bonnet on or off.

Send your address, and a descriptive and illustrated

Circular will be sent to any part of the United States.
Address,

No

Fit snug

HASLAM BROTHERS, 429 Broadway, NewYork.

THE HUMAN VOICE ;

Its Right Management in Speaking, Reading, and

Debating-including the Principles of True Eloquence ;

together with the Functions of the Vocal Organs-the

Cultivation of the Ear-the Disorders of the Vocal and

Articulating Organs-Origin and Construction ofthe En-

glish Language-Proper Methods of Delivery-Reme-

dial Effects of Reading and Speaking, etc. Bythe Rev.

W. W. Cazalet. New York : FOWLER AND WELLS, pub-

lishers. Pre-paid by mail, in pamphlet, for 15 cents, in

muslin, 25 cents.

The author says : " The work I now present to the pub-

AComplete System of Hydropathy, embracing An

atomy, illustrated ; Physiology of the Human Body ; Hy-

gienic Agencies, and the Preservation ofHealth; Dietetics

and Cookery ; Theory and Practice ofTreatment ; Special

Pathology and Hydro-Therapeutics, including the Na- lic is the result of much thought and study over a period

ture, Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment of all known

Diseases ; Application to Surgical Diseases and to Hy-

dropathy, to Midwifery and the Nursery ; with Three

Hundred Engravings, and nearly One Thousand Pages,

including a Glossary, Table of Contents and Index

complete. By R. T. TRALL, M.D.

Almost every topic of interest in the departments of

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, HYGIENE, and

THERAPEUTICS is briefly presented . The following is a

brief analysis of its contents : HISTORY OF MEDICINE, of

Bathing, and of Medicated Baths ; ANATOMY, illustrated

by one hundred and twenty engravings.

PHYSIOLOGY, illustrated : Muscular Action ; Nervous In-

fluence ; Philosophy of Mind ; Special Senses ; Functions

of Digestion, Circulation , Respiration, Absorption, Nutri-

tion, Secretion, Excretion, Calorification , Temperaments,

Races, and Theory of Population. Amply illustrated.

HYGIENE, embracing all the relations of Air, Light,

Drink, Food, Temperature, Exercise, Sleep, Clothing,
Bathing, the Excretions, and the Passions ; Growth and

Development of Body and Mind, the Preservation of

Health, and the Attainment of Longevity.

the

NATURAL DIETETIC CHARACTER OF MAN, with Special

Directions for the Preparation of Ford ; also Diet for

Invalids ; WATER-CURE - Philosophical Expositionof or

Modus Operandi of Water-Treatment; MANAGEMENT OF

LYING-IN WOMEN, Treatment of Childr n, etc.; TREAT-

MENT OF SURGICAL DISEASES, illustrated with three hun-

dred engravings. The work is a plain, intelligible, and a

sufficient guide for Domestic Practice, or Home-Treatment.

A new edition of this great work bas recently been

printed, and may be had in one large volume. Price, pre-

paid by mail to any Post-office, only Three Dollars.

Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

No. 303 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS in every neighborhood will be supplied in pack-

ages of a dozen or more copies, by Express, or as Freight.

Single copies by mail. Every family should have a copy.

of more than fifteen years. Having myself suffered from

relaxation of throat, and the feeling of exhaustion after

speaking and reading, I set to work to consider the cause.

This led meto investigate the mechanism and action ofthe

vocal organ, and the result has been the present work, in

which I have endeavored to showthe natural action of all

the organs concerned in the formation ofspeech. I speak

confidently of the effect that must follow from attention to
the rules I have laid down, not only from myown case,

but also from that ofothers to whomI have imparted these

principles."

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

PATENT OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

We transact at this office all kinds of business connected

with procuring Patents, either in this country or in any of

the European States.

Having secured the aid of the best Patent Attorneys

known to the public, both in England and on the continent

of Europe, we are able to afford the best of facilities for

obtaining Patents in foreign countries.

The Solicitor who has charge of our Patent Office Depart-

ment, has for the past ten years been successfully engaged

in obtaining patents for inventions, and during the later

portion of that time has devoted particular attention to
contested cases.

No charges will be made for examinations of new inven-
The business of this Office will be strictly confidential.

tions ; inventors may consult us as to the novelty and pat-

entability of their improvements, and receive our report,

bydescribing their inventions to us, and inclosing a stamp

to prepay the return letter.

Communications by letter in reference to Inventions,

Patents, or Patent Law, promptly attended to.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York.
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SHE CAN'T KEEP HOUSE WITHOUT

IT. A mother says : Having been a subscriber for

LIFE ILLUSTRATED three years, I feel that I can not

keep house without it." Glad of it. This is a sample of

letters received by us daily. Sent 3 months for 25 cents.
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NOTICE OF GRAHAM'S LECTURES

ON THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN LIFE .*

[The following article was written some years since by

Mr. Charles P. Peckham, formerly Editor of the " Bo-

tanico-Medical Recorder. ]

PRIOR to our departure from the East, we pro-

cured this work and brought it with us to the

West. We have run hastily over its pages, gath-

ering the sublime truths which were ripe for the

harvest. We might sift some parts of this pro-

duction, but we have no disposition to point out

the minor faults of a work so pre-eminently cal-

culated to effect a purer and healthier state of

things, if man, in his ignorance and depravity,

is not already run so low as to be incapable of

rising to the blessings he has so long and so

blindly cast aside from his view. The work is a

noble production of genius , philanthropy, and in-

tellect and it will remain a monument sacred to

the memory of its author, through ages long after

he shall have been gathered to his fathers.

To prevent, rather than cure disease, has ever

been the final aim of our labors. During our

short connection with medical studies, our eye

has been directed to the causes of disease, and

the means to be pursued to obviate them, as being

altogether better than combating the effects , or

actual disease, by medicine, even though the

medical action were the most unexceptionable that

it were possible for such action to be ; but when

active medical process is necessary, we have seen

no reason to doubt that the Thomsonian System

is incomparably more natural in its ways and

means than any other which has yet been offered

to man for his approval or condemnation. Still,

we feel constrained to go for the much better

practice of preventing disease, by laying the axe

at the root of its causes. At the very threshold

of our medical studies, we saw that there could

be no permanently successful termination of our

researches short of this end. Hence we have

labored continually, in our limited sphere, to

point out the source of disease, that it might be

prevented there, without waiting the manifesta-

tion of its streams. We saw full clearly that, to

attempt a purification here, while the first causes,

or the infraction of Nature's laws, remained to

produce their morbid effects, uncorrected , could

not secure a permanent state of health.

commended again and again the works of George

and Andrew Combe, because we saw them rising

from the mists of the old school and pushing off

on the right train to practical physiology and
health. We saw that their labors were calculated

to diffuse light into the regions of darkness ; and

we now have the sweet satisfaction of placing Syl-

vester Graham on the list as among the first of

the benefactors of mankind. He belongs to the

new school, and is one of her pioneers who un-

folds the varied causation of disease and the

means of its prevention. In the same spirit of

others of the same school, his anatomy and phys-

iology is made practical and enlightens the path

of every one who will walk therein. Dr. Alcott,

we learn, is of the same school, though his works

have never yet come under our view. Now it is

this kind of anatomical and physiological knowl-

edge that we have said should be common to all ,

and the indispensable requisites of our schools.

The whole matter is rendered perfectly familiar

by the worthy personages of whom we have spok-

en ; and a moment's reflection must suggest the

vast utility of the introduction of this kind of

knowledge into all our nurseries of learning.

We re-

* The Graham Journal of Health and Longevity. De-

voted tothe Practical Illustration of the Science of Human

Life, as taught by Sylvester Graham and others.

How can we more properly enlighten the rising

generation than to teach them a knowledge of

themselves-the causes of health and disease-of

good and evil which is set before them. They

will then know that of which the mass of man-then know

kind are now ignorant. If they choose the good-

health, happiness, and long life will be the fruit

they shall gather. If they choose the evil- dis-

ease, bondage to the doctors, and untimely death

will be the penalties of wrong-doing and dis-

obedience.

All this knowledge is emanating and is to ema-

nate and be diffused from the new school of moral

and practical physiologists. The physiology, as

How ToTO LIVE:

SAVING AND WASTING ; OR , DOMESTIC ECONOMY

ILLUSTRATED by the Life of Two Families of

Opposite Character, Habits , and Practices , in a

Pleasant Tale of Real Life, Useful Lessons

in Housekeeping, and How to Live, How

to Have, How to Gain, and How to be Happy ;

including the Story of A Dime a Day. By

SOLON ROBINSON. 1860 . 12mo , 340 pages.

{ PricePrice 75 cents. Prepaid by mail on receipt of

price. New York: FowLER AND WELLS, Pub-

lishers, 308 Broadway.

[ To give a more definite idea of this fresh work,

taught in the old school, is a physiology of a wegive below an abstract from the Table of Con-
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tents.]

ECONOMY ILLUSTRATED IN A PAIR OF SHOFS-

Mrs. Doolittle is disgusted with the meanness of Mrs.

Savery-She contrasts Mrs. Savery's kitchen with her own

-Children and check aprons-Mrs. Doolittle disgusted

with the economy of a supper that costs nothing-Howto
work a garden-Economy ofspace-The Watermelon, and
where it grew.

SALINDA LOVEWELL-A NINE DAYS' WONDER-

Economy of the bed-room arrangements- The trunks and

their contents- Warming the house-Anew radiator-The

book shelves-Hanging up the dresses- Economy in fur-

niture-The Magic Chair- Mattress making-Making rag

carpets-Fancy work-Evening readings-Mush-White

and yellow meal-Silver ware-True art of cooking-Tea-

table lectures - Howto boil a piece of meat-The secret of

good food.

stractions. It has been of little or no utility on

the great scale of the vital concerns of life ; and

even the practicing regulars, whatever may be

the extent of their physiological speculations as

learnt from their professors , are continually vio-

lating, in their medical practice, the plainest com-

mon-sense physiological laws ; and what better are

we to expect so long as they shall remain as they

are, without any practical originality-" cabin'd,

cribb'd , confined" to the usages of their schools

whose basis is upon " hypothesis piled upon hy-

pothesis," yielding only ineffectual speculation . "

Take for example the large physiological work

of Professor Dunglison ; and we select this, only

because the various views of the abstract physi-

ologist are gathered together in this work more

extensively than Dough-nuts-The musquito net-Carpets and calicoes-In any other. But what light

does this massive orb shed along the obscure path

ofman ? and in what consists its practical utility

to the great and suffering interests of humanity,

engulfed in ignorance, disease and death. Do

its rays converge to a focus to establish the use-

The pro-
less speculations attempted ? Oh, no .

fessor has cited a vast array of names from all

the world to prove uncomeatable points and their

contraries- points so hidden that, whether proved

one way or the other , could be of no essential ben-

efit on the extensive scale of active life.

Such are the labors of the old-school physiolo-

gists. Instead of applying the plain and compre-

hensive truths of this science to the wants of

society, they wrapthemselves up in their specu-

lative garb, and attempt to penetrate the Ultima

Thule of all the non- essential minutiæ of profitless

abstractions, as if these ineffectual speculations

were of paramount importance for the prevention

and cure of disease. So far from this, the phy-

sicians of such physiology go forth in their cam-

paigns against the sick with their minds in con

fusion worse confounded by all they have learnt,

and utterly overlook the plainest and simplest

physiological indications.

How different from this are the labors of the

new school whose physiological labors are ofdirect

and immense value on the great scale of civilized

life ! Here everything is made to have an exten-

sively useful and practical bearing ; and hence

this knowledge is of the greatest importance, and

should be diffused throughout the whole length

and breadth of society.

To conclude, we say let no family remain with-

out Graham's Lectures on the Science of Human

Life. The moral bearing of the work is no less

body and soul are clenched together, the purity

important than its physical ; for so long as the

of the one can not be secured without the other.

Who ever knew an unclean body united with a

pure and elevated soul ? It is a true saying that

even from the body's purity the mind receives

a secret sympathetic aid."
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In the great and holy cause of temperance-

and total abstinence from all that is bad- Mr.

Graham's book must be regarded as the head of

the corner ; and it is to be hoped that the builder

will not reject it. Intemperance in eating and

intemperance in drinking are too closely akin for

one to reproach the other ; and if we would work

out our physical and moral salvation, we must

seize all our evil voluntary habits with an iron

grasp, and cast them behind us as Legion. We

must do this , or we shall look in vain for the

dawning ofthe millennial sun.

THE BREAKFAST ECONOMY- IN FOOD

Rats-Scripture answers-How to make bread-Bees in

the city-A cause for everything-Ship-building- All for

the best-Keeping out moths- Saving trifles-The poul-

try house-Deodorizing-The grape-vine--The garden-

The cistern- Washing dishes-Cheap soap.

-

DIET-EFFECT OF PORK EATING-Tobacco-

Condiments-Clothing-Fashion - Folly in eating and

sleeping-Walking exercise -Value of good temper-

Punctuality- Household teachings- Botany Economy

not parsimony-Care of the sick - Cure of Erysipelas-

Family amusements.

-

SATURDAY IN THE KITCHEN- The rice pud-

ding-Soup-Preparation for Sunday-Iced tea- How to

treat servants- Horsemanship for girls -Magnetic power
of the voice-The Doolittles' turn-out-A sensible man's

will-The farm-house-Trees by the roadside-The barn

-The wind-mill-The strawberry bed - Uncle Samuel

and the children-Country bread-Strawberries and cream
athome.

VISIT TO THE DOOLITTLES Influence upon

character-Rough and tumble fight of the boys, and the

result-Oil upon the waters-Behind the Scenes - The
Doolittle tea-table.

—

HOME INFLUENCES-The effect ofof drinking-

Plotting villai s-Doolittle gets his picture taken-Insub-
ordination - A family scene Doolittle in the lawyer's

office-The budget of news-The experiment of city life
ended.

A MATCH BROKEN UP-The return home- For-

giveness -Mr. Doolittle and daughters-Talk of moving.

MARRIAGE-As man and wife should live- The

old house-Pleasant surprise-The old bedroom-Good-

ness and happiness-The kitchen, parlor, and bedrooms-

The approaching wedding-day-Doolittle girls-The way

to spend evenings-Business punctuality-The wedding.

STORY OF A DIME A DAY-What shall we

buy ?-What one dime purchased-A lesson learned-
Dying to live-Starving without dying-Dimes wasted-

Economy in fuel- Chips-Heat wasted-Fire kindlers.

ECONOMY IN FOOD- What shall we eat ?-

Remedy for hunger- Fashionable beef-Nutrition in food

-Cheap food-Incontrovertible facts-How to cook hom-

iny-A corn meal loaf.

The reading of this work will be found to be a money-

saving business to any family, while, at the same time, its

valuable suggestions would add greatly to the comforts of

every family. We should be glad to have the book intro-

duced among all the manufacturing villages of the North

and East, the agriculturists of the West, and the planters of

the South. Single copies will be sent prepaid, by return

of the FIRST MAIL for 87 cents ; to Agents and Booksellers,

in quantities, at Wholesale, by express .

Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

308 Broadway, New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.-A FIRST-

class pictorial family journal, for men, women, and chil-

dren, at home and abroad, in school, college, seats of

government, everywhere, at $2 a year.

Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.




